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Commencement
slated for May 14
Gurley, Ala.,
the
1994
Outstanding
More than 1,400 students Senior Man
will stand in line May 14 clad and Woman,
in black gowns and mortar will address
boards awaiting the hand- the class. See
shake of their lives.
related story
Ceremonies for the 71st on page 13.
annual spring commencement
F 0 r mer BREATHIIT
will be held at 10 a .m. in Racer Kentucky
Arena with more than 775 stu- governor
Edward
"Ned"
dents applying for bachelors Breathitt will receive an honand associates degrees and orary Doctorate of Letter s
184 applying for masters
from Murray State during the
degrees. More than 500 midceremony.
year graduates as well as
graduates from the 1993 and
Breathitt,
a
Christian
1994 summer classes will also County native, was instrumenparticipate in the ceremony.
tal in getting MSU's Breathitt
Jonathan Rose of Murray Veterinary Center located in
and Shannon Barnhill of Hopkinsville. While he was
BY A LLISON M ILLIKAN

EDITOR-IN..CHIEF

Jud Cook/Photo Editor
Bobby McDowell, manager of the University Bookstore, positions a mortar board on Jeff Meyer's
head. Meyer, senior from Marion, Ill., is one of approximately I ,400 students who has purchased
a cap and gown for graduation. Commencement exerclses will begin at I 0 a.m., May 14 In Racer
Arena.

Alumni Affairs seeks
BY SHElLEY ENGliSH

an extension of what's good

REPORTtR

about the United States."
When donors make pledges
to the University and do not
specify where they want the
money to go, it gets sent to the
Murray State Foundation.
Ward said the Foundation
invests this money and draws
inte!'est from i.t.
-when this office raises
money, we don't decide where
it goes, our job is just to raise
it," Ward said.
Money from the Foundation
has recently beim used to buy
new uniforms for the Racer
Band and furnish new computers for the University.

development and alumni
affairs. He said he realized
most students are not yet able
Even before they graduate, to give, but they can plant the
many seniors are getting seed early in students to help
requests to make pledges or them understand the impordonations to the University.
tance of pledging to MSU.
Some might think request"Unfortunately, the state
ing money from students this will never give Murray State,
early will not be effective, or any'Other university, 811.-th.e
especially since they have money we need," Ward said.
already spent large amounts of "Our alumni are the life blood
money on their education. But ofthis institut ion. Ifthey don't
the staff of Development and help us get better, I don't know
Alumni Affairs is seeing posi- who will.
tive effects.
"Americans giving to charity,
"We have much better odds if especially to colleges, is unique
we t~tart with students," said to the American society," Ward
Charles Ward, director for said. "What we do here is just

.

Regents to meet
.after graduation
BY AtLISON MILLIKAN
EDITOR- IN-CHIEF

A proposal to increase visi~
tation in residence halls will
be acted upon by Murray
State Uni'versit;ys Board of
Regents at its regular meeting May 14.
The proposal calls for
., everyday open visitation in
Clark, White, &"gents and
Hart. halls, and 24-hour
weekend
visitation
for
· Elizabeth, Franklin and
Hester halls. Richmond and
Springer halls will maintain
current visitation hours.
Other items on the agenda
include~

• approval of program
changes in Higher Education
Review Commission Report
• response to recommendations made by the Southern
Asso_ciation of College ·and
Schools
• articulation agreement
with ~ntucky Tech West in

Paducah
• proposed changes in
biweekly payroll
• appointment of aireetor
of African-American Student
Services!Ethnic Programs
8 agreement · regarding
financing for the Regional
Special Events Center
• election of officers
The Board was scheduled
to approve the Universitfs
1994-95 budget, but the
state's budget failed to pass
before tlie adjournment of the
General
Assembly
last
month. Gov. Brereton Jones
vetoed the budget because of
the lack of construction pro•
jects included.
James Booth, acting president and provost, said it is
possible the Blackburn
Science construction project
will be included in the state
budget. Jones scheduled a
special session in June, at
which time the budget will be
finalized.

BY ALLISON MilLIKAN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Organizers of the student
petition criticizing the presidential
search
process
addressed the Faculty Senate
at its regular meeting Tuesday.
After learning of the 600 students in support of the faculty
position to prolong the search
process, the Faculty Senate
unanimously endorsed a statement supporting student concern during and after the presidential search.
During the meeting, members of Faculty Senate's executive committee met in executive

pledges

It is also used to keep ,...-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - .
Foundation scholarships fund- D EGREES RECEIVED
ed.
"These scholarships are Comparison of the number of degrees earned by year and type:
helping 2,300 students go to
. Associate
school because of the thinga we
Baccalaureat
are dong here today," Ward
1600
said
This is the main reason 1400
fun<lra.ieing effoitB start With 1200
1000
the students.
800
Most of the pledge reqt1est600
ing is done by student volun400
teers over the telephone, and
200 Ward said people should not be
0
contacted more than once a
May92
May 93
May 89
May 90
May 91
Year. Alumni Affairs personnel Souroe: MSU
FACTBOOK
chose to use students to famil- ~----------------------..J
iarize with the idea of giving.
NOLAN B. PATTON I Staff

m

removed during a Kentucky
Senate impeachment on the
basis of "neglect of duty." She
said just cause must be presented proving the member is
guilty of a wrongful act of offi-,
cial duty.
No guidelines are presented
meeting April 22 despite the in the Faculty Handbook outFaculty Senate recommenda- lining the procedure for removtion.
ing a regent or the faculty's
In other business, Faculty authority in the process.
A recommendation was made
Senate President Nancey
France informed the Senate of that the Senate's Faculty
a letter from the Attorney Handbook and Personnel
General
concerning
the Committee talk with other
removal of Board of Regents state 'llniversities and investi·
gate the possibility of a faculty
members.
France said a regent can be regent removal process.

"We value the students' expression of the close
student/faculty relationship,
which is the strength ofMSU. "
Faculty Senate
session with the Board and
asked that the search be prolonged.
Faculty Senate "appreciates
the concern and support of students during ~d after the
presidential search process,•
the statement said.
The Board of Regents named
Kern Alexander president-elect
of the University at a special

Programs face elimination in fall
By AlLISON

The
Governor's
Higher
Education Review Commission
evaluated MSU's programs in
Provost James L. Booth has 1993 and recommended that
been spending most of his time three programs be eliminated
since being named acting presi- and 18 others combined.
dent doing a cost analysis of
Booth said the primarily reaMurray State's academic pro- son the evaluation is being
done is to determine the feasigrams.
MILLIKAN

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

COLLEGE LIFE

UCB movies ...

Summer Blues?

9A

rY,

Faculty hears student concern

NEWS
UCB has cancelled its Curris
Center movie schedule. Students may
receive discounts at
Cheri 3 instead.

graduat~s'

governor, Breathitt signed the
bond issue which provided for
the construction of the facility.
Breathitt was chosen following a recommendation by acting president James L . Booth
for his distinguished service to
the
Common-wealth
of
KentuCky and his "particular
devotion to Murray State
University ... as sym.boliz'ed
through
the
Breathitt
Colledion in the Forrest C.
Pogue Library.•
Breathitt donated his papers
to MSU's libraries and named
Ken Harrell, professor of histoas his editor.
Graduates are invited to a
Commencement
reception
after the ceremony in the
Currie Center Ballroom.

bility of a salary increase for
faculty and staff.
The University's 1994-95
budget is contingent on the outcome of the special session of
the General A88embly ached~
uled to begin June 1. The
University expects to receive a
2 percent increase in state

1NDEX

SPORTS
Racers of the Year...

Hot August Blues Festival featuring nationally known
blues musicians will
be held at Kenlake
State Re'sort Park.

lB

funding which would be used to
provide the pay increase.
Booth said no personnel cuts
will be necessary in order to
provide the raises in pay.
The Board will consider the
elimination of computer data
processing,
economics
See PROGRAMS/11 A

After a year of dedication to their
sports, one male and
one female have
been chosen as
Racers of the Year.

5B
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Waterfield Library hours
The houn for Waterfield Library during finals week are the
following:
Friday
May 6
8 a .m . to midnight
Saturday
May 7
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday
May 8
1 p.m. to midnight
Monday - Thursday
May 9 -12
8 a .m. to midnight
Friday
May 13
8 a .m. to 6 p.m.
The Waterfield Library hours for the rest of May are the following:
Saturday - Sunday
May 14 -15
closed
Monday - Friday
May 16-20
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturday - Sunday
May21- 22
closed
May 23 - 27
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday - Friday
Saturday- Monday
May28 - 3
closed

Food Service hours
May13

Winslow

Hart Deli
F ast Track
T- Room
Stables
Sugar Cube
Pony Express
Sugar Cube

regular
6:30 to 4 p.m.
closed
regular
closed
regular
regular
8 a.m. to 1 p.m .

1964, hiring 80 to 100 people a year for several years. She said
large numben of retirees is expected to continue over the next
three to five years as a result.

Summer band
The MSU Community Summer Band is calling for musicians to
participate in the ensemble which rehearses on Tuesday nights
and performs at three outdoor concerts.
The first reheanal is scheduled for 7 p.m., Tuesday, May 31 in
Room 216 of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building. Call the MSU
band office at 762-6450 for more information.

Philosophy Club lecture
The Philosophy Club had a lecture at 7 p.m. April 14 in
Faculty Hall. The topic was euthanasia with guest speaker
Sioux-Zanne Kilbourne-Stilwell, R.N., B.S.N.
The lecture was about how the medical profession now has the
technology to prolong life, but this concept has out paced human
wisdom in its application.
e

Meeting for May graduates

ROTC commissions officers

ROTC· awards ceremony

Faculty commencement Info

The Murray State University ROTC held its annual awards
ceremony Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in the Freed Curd Auditorium.
Several cadets were honored for outstanding achievement in
ROTC.
Michael C. EJkins, a senior occupational safety and health
major from Paris, Tenn., was awarded the President's Sabre.
Elkins was Cadet Battalion Commander for the 1994 spring
Semester.
David A Meinschein, a senior biology major from Carrsville,
received the George C. Manhall Award. Meinschein was Cadet
Battalion Commander for the 1993 fall semester.
Jeffrey T. Moran, a senior electrical engineering major from
Leitchfield, was presented the Society of American Military
Award.

All faculty memben are reminded that Commencement exercises will take place in Racer Arena at 10 a .m . Saturday, May 14.
The processional will enter the north floor-level door of Racer
Arena in the following order: Distinguished Professor, state
party, faculty, graduates. F aculty should wear caps, gowns and
hoods.
Faculty should assemble at 9:30 a.m. on the west side of
Cutchin Field. In the event of rain, faculty should assemble in
the women's gym in the Carr Health Building.
Faculty Manhals will be present to assist with the line of
march procedures.

Applications are now being accepted for the 12th annual Miss
Kentucky Teen U.S.A Pageant. The pageant is to be staged in at
7:30 p.m. June 18, in Lovett Auditorium.
For more information call Betty Clark at 627-1912.

Panhellenic Council officers
New officers for 1994-95 are Kelly Eastwood, president;
Eddye Fourshee, vice president; Lisa McCree, secretary;
Heather Hughes, treasurer ; Adrienne Pankey, rush; and
Dianna McGregor, assistant rush.

Attention student workers
The payroll office has asked that all students worken who are
leaving campus should be sure to leave a reliable forwarding
address so that the university can mail their W-2 forms next
January.

Faculty retirements
Approximately 20 member s of Murray State University's faculty and staff will retire this spring. Twelve faculty and eight staff
memben will retire in May. Barbara Rose, a dministrative assistant to acting president J ames Booth, said the large amount of
retirees is the result of a hiring serge from the 1960s. She said
the university tremendously increased the size of the faculty in

May 6,

WEEK IN PREVIEW

S,u mmer orientation

• Festival - KMTA Keyboard Festival will be from 8 a .m. to 4 p.m.
in Farrell Recital Hall in Doyle Fine Arts Center. For more information call 762·6443.
• Freedom Fest '94 - Freedom Fest '94 will spons or Kentucky's
biggest city-wide yard sale from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. Maps with location
sites of sales and descriptions of items for sale will be available at
the Murray Tourism Commission office located at the Commerce
Center, 805 North 12th St., Murray o n May 6 and 7. Call 753-5004
or 753-5171 for more information.
• Baccalaureate e xhibitio n - Toni Marie Gullion's baccalaureate
exhibition titled An Emerging Spirit will run until May 13 in the
upper level of the Eagle Gallery of the Price Fine Arts Center. Call
762-6734 for more information.

Sunday, May 8
• Recital - Preparatory string project recital at 2 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall in the Doyle Fine Arts Cente r. Free and open to the
public.
• Mothers Day.

Wednesday, May 11
• Attention degree candidates • There will be a meeting from
12:30 to 1 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium for all candidates for degrees.
Graduates who do not plan to participate in commencement exercises should notify the office of the Provost at 324 Wells Hall as
soon as possible.

Thursday, May 12
• Meeting - University AA group will meet from 6 to 8 p.m. in the
Curris Center Mississippi Room.
• Teleseminar - National libra ries will participate in a national taleseminar on customer service. Local programming will be from noon
to 4 p.m. in the Curd Auditorium of the Collins Center for Industry
and Technology.

Friday, May 13
• Commissioning Ce re mony - Students receive appointments as
army officers at 6 p.m. in the Freed Curd Auditorium in the Collins
Center.
• Honors Day · Outstanding students re ceive awards at 3:30 p.m.
in the Curris Center ballroom.
• Cere mony - There will be a nursing pinning ceremony from 7 to 9
a.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom.
• Spring semester e nds .

Orientation sessions for incoming freshman who have been
admitted to Murray State for the fall semester are planned June
4 to 5, June 21 to 22 and J uly 16 to 17. In addition, Transfer
Orientation will be on June 8 for all students transferring to
Saturday, May 14
Murray State. The one-day session ia designed specifically to~ ru-N.-~ Comrnencemitnt • MSU graduation ceremony at 10 a .m. in Racer
answer any questions concerning the univenity.
Arena.
Students who have completed the application process and have- • Closing - Residence halls on campus close at 9 a .m.
been admitted t Murray State for the 1994 fall semester will
• Nursing • Nursing Masters Hooding from 8 to 11 a .m. in the
receive Summer Orientation reservation forms in the mail. The
Curris Center Barkley Room.
cost to attend is $40 per student and $20 per parent. For more
• Commencement reception - There will be a reception after the
information, call the Murray State School Relations office at 762- commencement in the Currls Center Ballroom.
286 or 1-800-272-0fSU.

Saturday, May 21

Meg Brown's book
Dr. Meg H . Brown, assistant professor of German and Spanish
in the department of foreign languages, has recently had her
book published. The Reception of Spanish American Fiction in
West Germany 1981-1991: A Study of Best Sellers was printed in
Germany by Max Niemeyer Verlag, a noted publisher of academic works. Brown had received a Presidential ResearchFellowship
from the Murray State Committee on Institutional Studies and
Research to complete the book.

Student promotes exchange
Bridget Peake, a public relations and Spanish major from
Louisville, is spending his semester in Costa Rica as part of the
exchange between Murray State and the Technology Institute of
Costa Rica.

• Track - MSU Track hosts the All-Comers Meet.

Monday, May 30
• Memorial Day.

Tuesday, May 31
• Summer session begins.
• Summe r Band - MSU Summer Band will hold its first rehearsal at
7 p.m. in Room 216 of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building.·Call the
MSU band office at 762·6450 for more information.
(

Wednesday, June 8
• Norman Roc kwell · Laurie Norton-Moffatt will present a slide lecture at 8 p.m. in the Wrather West Kentucky Museum.
Admission is free .

'
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Saturday, May 7

Commencement will be at 10 a.m. Saturday, May 14, in Racer
Area.
Graduates should line up at 9 a.m. on Cutchin Field.
May14
There will be a meeting of all candidates for degrees at 12:30
p.m., Wednesday, May 11, in Lovett Auditorium.
Graduates who do not plan to participate in Commene:emcmt
should notify the Office of the Provost, 324 Wells hall,
exercises
Three senior cadeta enrolled in the Murray State Army ROTC
as soon as possible.
program will be commissioned as officers in the U.S. Army in a
Everyone is invited to attend the Commencement reception in
ceremony at 6 p.m., May 13, in the Au ditorium.
, Curris Center Ballroom immediately following the May 14
The students are Gregory L. Bruoe, Molly may Pursce1l and
ceremony.
David A Meinschein.

Miss Kentucky Teen

The ~urray'state News

~The Brothers of

AL<I>

jfo

~

would like to thank all sororities
for a wonderful first

~ Spring Fling!

"PCU"
(PG-13)

Congratulations
on being elected to th e
honor s program!

Edye Fourshee • Treasurer
Jessica Higdon
Carrie Bruce
Amy Fennel
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24-hour visitation sought for dorms ·.
BY KELly MENSER
NEWs EoooR

·

.

VISITAnON

In an effort to keep students
in the residence halls, the
Housing Office will propose an
extended visitation plan at the
May meeting of the Board of
Regents.
The proposal calls for everyday open visitation in Clark.
White, Regents and Hart halls,
and 24-hour weekend visitation
for Elizabeth, Franklin and
Hester halls. Richmond and
Springer halls will maintain
current visitation hours.
Additionally, all residence
hall lobbies will allow 24-hour
visitation for study purposes.
The proposal stems from
findings of a committee established to review housing rules

H. '·
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STAFF WRITER

Six
Murray
State
University student services
were evaluated to find out
how well they are operating
toward student needs.
The Student Services
Evaluation Committee evaluated Cooperative Education
and Placement, Campus
Recreation, Currie Center,
Student Activities, Student
Organizations and Student
Health Services, said Jason
Hawkins, the committee
chairman.
The committee is made up
of SGA members and student
representatives.
The advisors to the commit..
tee are Jim Baurer, director
of the Curris Center, Jeanie
Morgan, coordinator of student activities and Gerald
Hunter, budget advisor.

itation proposal is just that- a from Paducah, voiced her sup- ~
proposal. She said the Board of port m the plan as well .
Regents may choose not to offer
"I think it's a wonderful

:-~~~!~1r=~~~-~~~~fi3:=Wia::·~r'l·,,;;:~ ; gureseisdtsen0tfsthmeuopstposst1_~ses~gn. in !;!O:P~~~tion as the maxi- ~odre&yus• ~ : : •!t'lis.ttalechman0~e
lit>erc:l'no"Jrs.The f()fiOWi\g lnt thi'new Vi$1tatkm ~ndor Ndi \
"That's for securi; re:SOns,"
Also, students in each resi- ~spcmsibility."
hall:
24 hour visitation

""

and regulations. In an address
at the April 27 meeting of the
Student Senate, Paula Hulick,
director of housing, said the

said Vesta Okove, coordinator
for residence "halls judicial
affairs...It is absolutely necessary that we know who's in the
building."
Also to enhance security next
semester, the proposal indicates that outside doors to the
residence halls will be locked
from midnight to 6 a.m. Phones
will be installed at each front
door so visitors can communicate with residents. Residents
propoeal may serve to alleviate still may use card-access doors
visitation complaints, the at any time, Okoye said.
"number one dissatisfier"
Okoye, who chaired the
among residents.
review committee, said the vis,.,. .

.

SGA committee rates services
BY ANGElA ScHADE

The Senate voted unanimously to support the proposal.
Even with 24-hour visitation,

Hawkins said the services
went through many weeks of
filling out questionnaires,
preparing presentations, and
explaining their aervice to the
committee. The aervices met
with the committee several
times to make sure all questions
were
answered,
Hawkins said.
The evaluation will be specific to each service, Hawkins
said. The committee will look
to see if the students are
involved in the decision making process, have a role in
what goes on and if the aerovice gears its activities
toward students, he said.
A final report is sent to the
Student Senate, the associate
vice president for student
affairs, the Board of Regents
and the student service to
which it applies, Hawkins
said
Hawkins said that the com-

mittee is d.eaHng with everyone in a generic way because
this ia ita fint year.
"We are trying to develop
the proce11 more and get specific information for those
who will be on the committee
in the future,• Hawkins said.
Hawkins said that the new
chairman will identify 24 student services. The committee
will evaluate six services each
eemester, he said.
-rhis is a two year process,"
Hawkins said. "They have a
significant time to make
changes.
"The main objective is not
to be auditing each service,
but to work with each other to
change for the better," he
said.
Hawkinl said the commit..
tee will preeent its findings at
the May 14 Board of Regents
meet4lg.

dence hall may vote in the fall
not to accept the plan. Okoye
said residents are responsible
for determining visitation policies in their respective halls.
To combat any arguments at
these stages, the proposal will
go highly recommended to the
Board and residents.
In addition to being endorsed
by the review committee and
Student Senate, the plan has
received support from the housing central staff, Residence
Hall Association and Resident
Adviser Advisory Board.
Kimberly Caron, freshman

As a current resident of
SpriDger Hall, Caron said she
finds it "kind of demeaning"
that ihe freshman hall may not
offer extended visitation.
Okoye justified the proposal's
exemption of Springer: "Some .
people felt it would be rather •
difficult to get because of parents and because we are in the
Bible Belt.
"But times are continuing to
change," Okoye said, noting
that all Murray State
University residence halls may
soon follow the national trend
of 24-hour visitation.

Finals week: free at last!
BY MICHELLE

STINNETT

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE

REPORTER

Dreaded finals
approaching fast.

week

is

I

But some students in English
101 and 102 and Humanities
201 and 202 will receive a
reprieve during finals. These
classes are not scheduled to
have common finals.
"Finals cannot bring up your
grade. Most of the time they are
only worth about 20 percent of
your grade and they are usually unbearable,• said Jennifer
Miller, junior from Louisville.
William Lalicker, professor of
English, said that English 101
would not be having a common
final because the majority of
students take the class in the
fall.
Considering that, the English
department did not want to
take up extra time during
finals week for a common final.
Moat profeaeors give an assign-

'

Regular Class Time
Exam Time
8 a.m.
8:30 a.m. MWF
10:30 a.m.
11 a.m.-12:15p.m. TIH
'
1:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m. MWF
4p.m.
IDC 102 Common Final
8 a.m.
9:30 a.m. MWF
Tuesday
10:30 a.m
11 :30 am. MWF
1:30 p.m.
12:30·1 :45 p.m. TTH
Wednesday
8 a.m
8-9:15 a.m. & 3:30·4:45 p.m. TIH •
10:30 a.m
10:30 a.m. MWF
c,
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m. MWF
9:30-10:45 a.m. TTH
8 a.m
Thursday
10:30 a.m
12:30 p.m. MWF ·
1:30 p.m.
2-3:15 p.m. TTH
3:30 p.m. MWF
8 a.m
Friday
10:30 a.m
'"7:30a.m. & 4:30p.m. MWF
Saturday and evening finals will be at regular class times
Souroe: OFFICE OF PROVOST
_:..
Exam Day
Monday

.

NOLAN B. PATTON I Stafi .•

"It makes more sense to have
something to do with research, ~.
since research ia what the class •
is based on instead of a two
hour .test that all students have .:
to take," Lalicker said.

ment equal to a common final
Instead of a common final in
English 102, students will be
required to submit a 'portfolio
containing a 10.. to 12-page
...:ui..
research essay.
I

I

f'~71..~'P~

Serving ·Murray
Dixieland·Shopping Center

753-6666
Monday thru Thursday.
11 a.m. till 12:30 a.m.

Friday and Saturday
11 a.m. till 1:30 a.m.

Sunday
Noon till 11:30 p.m.

FINALS WEEK
SPECIAL

-.
•'

One large pizza one topping
only$ 4.99 +tax
Breadsticks and Cheesesticks
20% OFF
Take a break and enJoy the
Perfed P1zza at the Perfe<t
Price -fresh and steam1ng
hot. we·u even 1nclude our

spe<aalgar1ic sauce and pep·
peroncm1s - all at no extra

cost' So if you get the hungnes for great-tasttng ptZZa,
call your Papa. It's that easy I

Offer good May 9 thru May 14

'

I
,I
I
I
I
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VIEWPOINT
High prices at Fast
Track questionable
Murray State students who use a meal plan
deserve fair market pricing for food items at Fast
Track.
Fast Track prices may be comparable to "convenience store" prices, but common goods cost an
average of 20 percent more at Fast Track than at
local grocery stores.
Students do not have the convenience of using
their Racer cards at any hour. Fast Track and
other food service outlets on campus close in the
evening. Students are also out of luck if they miss
their window of opportunity for using their cards.
I
We understand that Food Services is self supporting, meaning that it is "not-for-profit." Since
Food Services already has the students' money
and guaranteed patronage, it would seem that
pricing at Fast Track could be as or more competitive than "for-profit, off-campus groceries.
As a captive market, students should expect
more for their money.

UCB to provide movies
at off.:campus theater
We congratulate the University Center Board
for developing what may be the ideal solution to
the problem of poor attendance at campus movies.
The proposed arrangement is to provide preferred pricing for students, faculty and staff at the
Cheri 3 Theatre. There will be discounts three
nights a week providing more opportunities to
view newly released movies.
The campus and community will both benefit
with this kind of cooperation.

Students to have
24-hour visitation
Students living in the residence halls at
Murray State may finally get the respect they
deserve.
The visitation proposal, if the Board ofRegents
chooses to accept it, will allow for 24-hour weekend visitation in all but the two freshmen halls.
Students will also be able to sign guests into the
lobbies during week nights.
The proposal establishes a refreshing willingness of campus housing to meet the needs of students.
With acceptance of this proposal, the Board of
Regents will acknowledge that students living on
campus deserve greater autonomy. We welcome
this move toward treating students as adults.

..
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Representatives~

on campus
deserve thanks
To the Editor:
It has been unfortunate that
The Murray State News has
only given me negatives, negative• and more negatives about
the election of Kem Alexander
to read about. Because I know · ••
there have been some positives
•
come from the election. •
So, I would like to say,
*Thank you," to some of those
positives.
' · '"
Faculty regent Frank Julian, i ·
thank you for representing the ·
faculty with your vote. I believe
you ahowed everyone, including the other regents, that the
position you were elected to .,
you took seriously and ' that
was to represent the facUlty's
opinion. Thank you.
Kim Dunlap and Je~er
Langford, newly elected tenators for the College ofFine Arts
and Communication, thank
you both for representing the
majority of students on our Col·
lege. I realize that decision had
to be difficult, because you
were both outnumbered ao
greatly in the senate. The fact
that you stood betide us, waa
and is something everyone
should thank you both for. But
rm speaking for myself, thank•
you.
The last person I would like·
to thank is Student Regent
Brian Van Hom. Thank you for
representing the m~ority of
Murray State students. ~ It ia
understood that the students
have been signing petitions
against the vote. But aa unforTo the Editor:
I spend and and have spent According to him, an experi- tunate 88 it is, only enough stuI would like to comment on · countless hours practicing my ence of this kind prepares one dents signed them to u:iakeup •
the "Vlrlual Reality" demon- art for many years. This may for dealing with the reality of 1116 of Murray State's student
stration at the Curria Center have put me a little out of touch life iD. the streets of America in population. That is not the
on April 4th. It was a very pop- with the the ever-changing the '90's. According to my per- majority. Thank you for doinJ
ular "happening" and I had to popular culture. · However, I ception, it acknowledges, con- what you were elected for, ~V'~
wait in line.
don not think that my pursuits dones as normal, and perpetu- though it conflicted with
opinion.
Waiting in line, I could view have put me out of touch with ates violence.
Angel Fairbanks, .
on the video screens what the what is healthy, noble and good
Have we learned nothing
participants in the "virtual about human beings. As a about the power of technology
J~~
Reality" experience were seeing teacher, I have the responsibil- to pollute both our internal and
inside their helmets. They ity to understand and nurture external lives? Technology
The Murray State New3
were, in fact, taking aim at that potential as well as to without any regard for morals,
welcomes commentaries .
simulated human targets, sim- instruct and impart whatever ethics, or human values brings
and letters to the editor.
ulated planes with human knowledge and experience I out the "monster" qualities of
Letters should be 300
pilots, or dropping bombs.
may have acquired. It seems to our lower nature.
I found this distressing and me that target practice with
As I was returning home, I
words or lees and must be
commented to the road manag- simulated human targets in came upon the truck which had
signed. Writers should
er of the demonstration about whatever form of technology is brought the demonstration to
include their addreu and .
phone number for verifi- ,
it. 1 learned from him that a rather perverted form of MSU. It was painted in large
these machines are immensely entertainment.
letters with the inscription
cation. The New• reeerves
the right to edit for style •
popular and the job of Kramer
The road manager and I "The Monster Agency." Another
and length. Published letindustries, the parent compa· could agree that the prevalence point of agreement, I thought,
ters are kept on file for
ny, is to provide what the pub- of violence in our society i~ real. not withstanding our widely
inspection in The News
lic wants because it is, after all, We disagreed about the hidden divergent views.
for entertainment.
messages implicit in the "virtuLea Gentile,
office in Wilson Hall.
Now, as a classical musician, al
reality"
experience.
English language institute

LETfERS

High tech demo too violent

our

Professor dissatisfied with search
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The recently completed presidential
search is very troubling, to say the least. If
the members of the Board of Regents had
designed a process to offend, denigrate,
and alienate the internal constituencies of
the university, they could not have sueceeded more.
The job advertisement was written and
sent off campus but never appeared on
campus. No on-campus memo inviting present faculty to apply and saying they
would receive equal consideration with
others ever appeared; we were not even
asked to submit nominations.
Thus, it was obviously
the search committee's
position that faculty
members were not qualified to submit nominationa or be considered for
the job. The position
never appeared in the
weekly on-campus job
openings. A vague ad
appeared in the Chronicle
of HigMr Education
including Sid Easley's
WINFIELD
P.O. Box for "further
ROSE
information."
Guest
The .first three finalists
Columnist
were ushered on and off
' - - - - ----' campus as if it were an
antebellum slave auction. Faculty, staff
and students were allotted one hour each
with the candidates, with no advance dietribution of resumes or other information.
When criticized, chairman James Butts
said this was the most open search in the

history of the University, a clear indication
ofhow out of touch with reality he is. Even
Gov. Brereton Jones knows better, and he
is no whiz kid.
Bringing the first four candidates on
campus was a mere charade. Alexander
was the only candidate all along. When the
executive committee of the faculty senate
repudiated Alexander's candidacy, the
search committee was caught off guard
To add insult to injury, while Easley was
having a three-hour luhch with the Faculty
Senate representatives and getting 'Ulput"
the already chosen Alexander was squirreled away in a motel room awaiting the
promised phone call.
Easley has now admitted holding 20 or
so private interviews with candidates.
There were three lawyers on the search
committee, and it never OCCUITed to them
that such meetings might violate the law.
Easley said if they did violate the law, he
is sorry and it won't happen again.
My reaction is as if I caught a student
cheating on a exam and he told me he did
not think. it was against the rules but if it
was he is sorry and it won't happen again.
This is a poor example to be setting for
our students and is, as The CourierJournal said, a "pitiable spectacle."
The irony is that President Ronald J.
Kurth was dismissed for, among other rea·
sons, his insufferable arrogance and know·
it-all attitude. The regents then proceeded
to treat the faculty (and students and staft)
with the same insufferable arrogance as
Kurth did.
At Murray State University external

proces~:·

constituencies take precedence over internal constituencies. The external constituencies have triumphed once again and
will continue to stifle long overdue and
much-needed internal change.
.
We are once apin expoeed to ltate wide '
ridicule: "The yokelocracy has itl way '
again." The Co~r-Joumal continued:
"Murray State, an institution with a lignificant mission and much potential, deeervea !
better." We surely do.
,'
If Alexander, 88 the beneficiary of this
bungled mess, had any class, he would not
have accepted the job.
1
I have spoken with three of the regents
responsible for this debacle, and I know
others. They are, by nature, good people,
and they are proud of what they have done.
They do not, however, undentand the
nature of the academy; therefore, they do
not understand the enormity of the sin i
they have committed against it. Several
criticisms have been made of Alexander; I ,
do not know how valid they are, but if they
are valid, they will resurface here. Then I
the regents will understand the enormity :
of their sin.
. t
Stemming from due process claU18s in ,
the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments
and the premises upon which they are '
based, how things are done is as important l
as what is done.
I
A flawed process leads to a flawed product, and that is e:uctly what we have here ;
from start to finiah

I

Winfield H. Rose Is a Murray State University
professor of political science.
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Focus
Student regent defends vote

Pa'nelists ask for answers about the presidential Controversy
•

l

l

By Jennifer Wohlleb
TM final student forum of the semes·
ter focuses on the controversial choice
ofKern Alexander as the new president
of Murray State University. Students
on the forum had the opportunity to
question. a 1Mmber of the Board of
Regents who voted for Alexander on
why he supported a man that very few
peopk on this campus wanted to see in
the President's Office.
This month's participants were:
Brian Van Hom, student regent;
Kristin Thompson, representative of
Omicron Delta Kappa honor society;
Kelli Eastwood, Panhelknic Council
president; Lee Lingo, Interfraternity
Council representative; Snooky Davis,
Residence Hall Association vice presi·
dentj Terry Harewood, representi"8
international students.

St. James, Barbados, said
people tend to look at the
negative aspect of things
rather than the positive
side. Harewood asked
what plans Alexander
had to increase the
enrollment of minority
and international students.
"He never said anything
specific,"
Thompson, senior from
Shelbyville, said, "he just
stated goals. With him
only being here for such a
Thompson said she was concerned
short time, its hard to come up with
Alexander may only be able to comset ideas."
Van Hom said one thing Alexander municate effectively in small group
was specific about was building-up situations.
Van Horn defended Alexander and
relationships with school superintenpointed
out his Kentucky background.
dents, school counselors and other
"He
does
have some Kentucky backschool officials. in the region.
During the past few weeks, Murray
ground
and
he knows the politics and
"He based a lot on these type of relaState University has felt a backlash tionships," Van Horn said. "His father legislators in this state," he said. "Gov.
over the selection of Kem Alexander was .a school superintendent and the Jones even came out in support of
as president and the way the Board of key aspect to Alexander is the influ- Alexander. He said he has known him
for some time and (Alexander) is a
Regents conducted the search.
ence of his father."
man of high integrity.
It came to light that the presidential
"Jones also came out in support of
search committee had held as many as
20 secret meetings with potential COMMUNICATION
the regents last week, saying be would
not ask us to resign. Although he did
presidential candidates, possibly
breaking the Kentucky Open
not condone the seareh process, he
Thompson said during Alexanders
Meetings Law. MSU's Faculty Senate
was pleased with the outcome. I was
campus visit, he did not seem too perpassed 1 a resolution unanimously
elated with this."
sonable unlike some of the previous
opposing Alexander as president. A
Thompson asked why the search
candidates.
could not be continued in light of all of
group of students circulated a peti"I found Mark Auburn (presidential
tion, which had more than 400 signathe anger on campus.
candidate f4) to be very personable,"
tures, around campus calling for the
"Why not keep going and then come
she said. "But I felt Alexander had put
removal of the entire Board of
back to Alexander if no one better was
up a wall which would keep me from
Regents. Signs denouncing Alexander,
found?" she asked.
getting to know him.
"If the search continued, I don't
the recents and their actions were
"I came to Murray because of its
flown /frOm different floors of Faculty
think the committee would have found
friendly atmosphere ...and Alexander
a better qualified candidate," Van
Hall. I
Hom said.
Thompson said she did commend
~n q., ~·
the
ae8rch committee for trying to
"There are three lawyers on
REPUTATION
stick
close to the criteria for a new
f
the search committee and they president. The list was established in
Brian Van Hom, student regent, has
the fall through rounds of meetings
been questioned about his vote for didn 't seem to think we were
with campus constituents.
Alexander.
breaking the law. There are a
"We tried to match the criteria with
•"'1 yoted for all of the things he's
resumes," Van Hom said.
of
gray
areas
here."
lot
done well rather than the things that
Harewood asked if Alexander had
have'tainted his past," Van Horn said.
Brian Van Hom talked about the future of athletics at
'1: hive had the chance to sit and talk
SOA president MSU under Alexander's administra,rith him personally and I think he is
tion.
~ry student-oriented."
Van Hom said Alexander& area of
11 Van Hom, graduate student from just doesn't seem like the person this
expertise
is school educational
Benton, m., said Alexander's much community was looking for."
finance.
publicized battle with the campus
Davis, junior from Clarksville,
"He thinks everything should run in
media
at
Western
Kentucky Tenn., said she also questioned his
the
black," Van Horn said.
University while he was president has openness.
"Everything
should have a budget and
caused individuals at MSU to overlook
"'s he going to be personable?" she
stay
~thin it. He supports athletics
the good things he has done. Van Hom asked. "Will he be out on campus?"
and he said he believes in keeping
pointed out Alexander's accomplishVan Horn said Alexander had
Dlents such as increasing enrollment offered to speak personally to each ours at the same level as our peer
and beginning an international pro- senator in SGA if anyone had ques- schools.
"However, he did say we need more
p-am at WKU.
tions or concerns about him.
outside funding. he doesn't want to
"He is willing to communicate with
raise tuition and fees to support ath\ J. ~
students," Van Hom said. "He was
letics.•
also willing to speak with the students
IDEAS
Thompson asked if the consulting
who started the petition (to remove
firm
Kom/Ferry International, hired
.~Harewood, graduate student from the regents)."

I

.•

Right, the panelists from left to right, Snooky Davis, junior from
Clarksville, Tenn-. Kristin Thompson, senior from Shelbyville, Kelli
' EastWood, junior from Sturgis and Brian Van Hom, student regent.
jennifer Wohlleb, forum moderator, is ~: :ting with her back to the c~mera•
._ Terry Harewood, graduate student from St. James, Bardados and Lee
Lingo, senior from Louisville.
Bottom left, Thompson explains a point as Eastwood listens. Not pictured,
The panelists discussed the recent selection of Kem Alexander as the new
Murray State University president and the controversy surrounding the
Board of Regents. Van Hom defended his vote and the Board's actions
throuihout the sea~h process.

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

--

by the Board, was worth
the money.
"'They did help," Van
Horn said. "We gave
them the list of criteria to
help in the search. It was
not their job to find the
new president.
"There has been a lot
of criticism for spending
that much money on a
consulting firm."

ACCEPTANCE

Lingo said his major concern is
whether the campus and community
Will get behind Alexander and support
him. Despite opposition to Alexander's
selection, Faculty Senate passed a
resolution to support him. SGA and
IFC have also passed similar resolutions. Eastwood said she will try to get
Panhellenic to pass a resolution stating its support for Alexander as well.
"Regardless of what people say, we
really can't cry over spilled milk,• he
GRAY AREA
said. "You can't have a University
where all the parts don't work togethOf the search, Van Hom said many er."
The panelists spent a good deal of •
candidates refused to come to campus
time
discussing Alexandera pro-Greek
without first meeting with members of
stance.
the search committee. He cited this as
the reason for the controversial secret
meetings.
Lingo, senior· from Louisville, asked "Regardless ofwhat people
why, if the money for the consulting
firm came from University funds, was say, you can't cry over spilled
everyone kept in the dark?
milk. You can't have a univer"If I could go back and do it over
sity where all of the parts don 't
again, I would give a least 3-5 days
notice before a candidate came to cam- work together."
pus," Van Hom said.
Lee Lingo
Van Hom said no one is still sure
IFC
whether any laws were broken in
regards to the secret meetings held by
"You have had very few presidents
the committee.
in the past who were pro-Greek," Van
"'There were three lawyers on the Hom'said.
committee and they didn't seem to
Th.ompBOD asked if Murray State
think we were breaking the law," he needed a president with thia ~tion •
said. "There are a lot of gray areas when only 20 J)ercent of the campus is
here."
Greek.
"But I don't think lawyers should try
"I don*t see where being pro-Greek is
to manipulate gray areas because it bad since the University doesn't give
just looks bad," Thompson said. "With us money,"~ said.
these gray areas, the regents don't
"He shouldn't be anti-Greek, but
really have anyone to answer to. It's a ttiiltdoes:n't mean we .boU!d put him
scary thought that these regents drive up on a pedestal: Thoinpson s8.id.
in from out of town and make these
"What many people don't realize is
decisions that affect us."
that a lot of money that comes back to
Van Hom said he tried to bring stu- the University is from Greek alumni,"
dent opinions into the search process. Lingo said.
The members of the forum agreed
"I haven't forgotten that fm a stuthat
the University needs to band
dent first and a regent second," He
together
to tum thia situation · into
said.
something positive.
Harewood said Alexander is going to
"We may not have lilted the process,
have to come here and do an outstandbut everyone needl to work together to
ing job because someone will always
make Alexander's term prosperous,"
be looking over his shoulder.
Lingo said. "Everyone could do with a
Davis agreed.
nice big plus right now."
"He is going to have to deal positiveEastwood, junior from Sturgis, said
ly with criticism," she said.
she was glad to have participated in
Van Hom said he agreed a president the forum.
..1 came here to get the right idea
has to }je thick-skinned.
about
what was going on," she said.
"I have had to learn that lesson lateVan Hom reiterated his position
ly with the banner (*Impeach Va
Horn") that yas hung on Faculty that he voted for what he felt was in
Hall. I think despite his disagreement the best interest of the students.
*I had no personal agendas,• he said.
in the past with the student newspaper, he tries to do what he thinks is "Anytime you have a question as a
right no matter what."
student, I try to answer it."

Panelists clear the air

Jud Cook/Photo Editor
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FILING A GRIEVANCE
One of the many tasks' the ()fflce of Equal Oppol'tvf'lity petfOrm$ is f~ inv.etlgate Charges of dl8crlm!M~ ·
. m~de by any member o_f 'he uniV,erslfy community agafnst.an,.empl~yee, of ~urray st~eUnlyetslty. The ~;r ·, ,

>

folloWing Is a look at th$ office's grievance procedures;· .. · ··~ '''
•-: \
:··
1. Wrthin 1eo calendar days after thfJ alleged act(s),
5. A meeting Will be held with both parties In an
'the aggrieved party must state. In writing, the
attempt to resolve the complaint fn an lntonnal matter.
nature of the discrimination, the facts upon which
6. If the t:Omplaint was not resolved In the meeting',
the complaint Is based and the relief demanded
the Director _of EquaJ Opportunity will make a formal,
2 . The charged party may submit a Written .
.
written .de¢1sfon within 30 calendar dayt,
~at~~nt addreseltfg_~ complaint to th~J 9f!i~. ~ . ·: . E~p~~:adVel'$81)' aff8Cted.fWJhe decltlon ~:,
Equal Opportunity within 2~ cale~ar da_YS~ ; . .
Director 01 Equal Opppom.tnity'··may file •n ~ ~ t
3. ~· Unlversl~s Generat Counsel Off~ee Wift be ·
within 30 days of the decision. The appeal shall w' ·~
apptJS&d of copies of these documents. .
heard by a body composed of1hree ~of the
4. The Director of Equal OppOnunity will meet with
Unlv..-slty commufilty appointed by the President
the aggrieved and charged parties tepetatefy to
gath~ lnvesti~ty in1orl'nation.
'' SOuroe: OFFICE OF ~ OPPOAT\JNITY
BRAD McCLAIN/ Staff

Comparison shoppers find
Fast Track more expensive
Bv

PAMELA

R.

DIXON

STAfF WRITER

With costa always increasing
Murray State students must
try to comparison shop whenever they can. By comparing oncampus and off-campus prices,
students can judge what is
right for them and their budgets.
Allison Durham, junior from
Crofton, thinks prices are higher at the Fast Track than they
were her freshman year.
"The grocery stores in town
are a lot cheaper and convenient for students," Durham
said.
the Equal Opportunity Office. However, all
Bill Benriter, director of food
statements filed with the office may not constiservices,
said most of the decitute an official claim.
sions in pricing are made by
"'You don't have to file a formal claim," Fields
the managers of the eateries on
said, noting that several students may come in
campus.
simply to talk. "Maybe you just want to say, 1
"We try to have convenient
just want to go on record,' and there is no grievstore prices that reflect the
ance filed. That's okay."
market cost with a reasonable
A formal claim, Fields said, requires the com- mark-up,• Benriter said.
plainant to complete a form provided by the "Prices are decided by the labor
office.
involved and the return on the
Fields explained that members of the profit."
'
University community may have several reasons
Benriter said snack foods are
for not filing a claim.
purchased by bid contract.
•All products are bid through
"People are afraid to make a claim because of
the
purchasing system of
peer pressure," she said. "Generally, they just
Murray
State," he said.
want that (discriminatory) behavior to stop."
Pricing on items that are
Fields said the office takes several steps to
ease any discomfort potential complainants may packaged are charged by the
product and not by the packagfeel when notifying the office.
ing.
President Ronald J . Kurth also recognized this
"For example the candies in
need for a lower level of intimidation. When the Fast Track and the salads
Kurth came to the University, the Equal at the T-Room are taken off and
Opportunity Office was located near the only the food is being recorded,"
President's Office, forcing complainants to pass Benriter said.
by the University's head officer to visit with
Benriter said the cost of meal
Fields.
plan limits are raised about 10
Kurth relocated the Equal Opportunity Office cents per year.
to a less visible area of Wells Hall.
-rhat's about 60 cents since I

ot

Equal Opportunity works
to heal pain of harassment
BY KELLY MENSER
News EDIToR

Talking to Anazette Fields, you may get the
impression that she works for Curad or Johnson
and Johnson.
As director of Murray State UniversitY& Office
of Equal Opportunity, Fields strives to make the

University employment system as ouchless as
possible. When hurts do occur, though, the office
acts promptly to ensure there are no more tears.
According to the position's job description, the
office works to ensure compliance with the MSU
Affirmative Action Plan, Kentucky Plan for
Equal Opportunities and Americans with
Disabilities Act.
The director is charged specifically to address
"the needs of employees or students who are
female, members of ethnic minorities, intema·
tiona! or disabled."
"I really just try to be here for people - the
students - to help them in whatever way,"
Fields said. "Our role is to resolve the issue and
try to stop the hurting from being there."
Perhaps the most obvious way the office is
involved with this healing process is in investigating charges of discrimination or sexual
harassment against University employees.
All such claims must be filed in writing with

FOOD PRICES COMPARED
Some students complain of hig~ prices at Fast Track. The
following is how the prices of randomly selected items at Fast
Track compared with area supermarkets;

Ooritos

Kroger

Piggly Wiggly

Fast Track

FoOd

,

'.
:'•.

. $1 .89,,,

:;;
-~:·

$1 ,99

.$1 .99

J.

'r

.•.

Campbe~s

x

Soup

.85

.79

.95

Kelloggs Poptart!

2.40

1.99

1.95

21itercola

1.45

·.

Tony·~ ~. ~~itza

1.09

....

2.85

i '•
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'o

1.19
'
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Lunch Buckets

1.50

{7.5oz)

.
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.

2.09 ~'

1_,88

·:

'

1.19

1.19

.25

25
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Ramen Noodles

.40

(one package) .

Lunchable$

' 1.50 .

~::;.

(4.5oz) ·
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Source: MSU NEWS RESEARCH
NOLAN B. PATTON /Staff

came here six years ago.,"
Benriter said. "We generally do
not have many complaints
about the pricing.
"The Board of Regents governs our pricing," Benriter
said. -we can't just raise prices
at the drop of a hat. Our cash in
policy is for the most part pretty fair."
Benriter said the prices at
Fast Track and other eateries
on campus compare fairly with
other off campus stores such as .
Kroger and Piggly Wiggly.
"I feel that we do pretty good
in comparison in some cases
and in other cases we may be a

bit higher," Benriter said.
Benriter said students also
contribute to the way products
are chosen.
"We do a lot of student surveys," Benri.ter said. -word of
mouth is also a way that student8 tell us what they would
like in eating establishments
on campus. We know that student8 are interested by the way
they purchase products,•
Benriter said that student
input is very important.
"We appreciate input from
students on anything that concerns them," Benriter said. '
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Love, your sisters in

ArL\
Congratulations to the
graduating seniors of

Pi Kappa Alpha
Mark Baumer
Chris Moses
Jack Breunig
Daryl Porter
Phillip Castleberry Randy Privett
Timmy Crice
Randy Renfrow
Michael Dock
Mark Sanders
Mike Kemp
Chuck Watkins
Troy Lapradd
Jason Workman
Greg Bruce

Best of luck in the future!

Call for Jumm.er band Information
m.w.t f7L 21 Cr O<T&'t o.ftu 9:30 p.m.

Looks like a .
Yivarin night.
It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you h~ve pen in
hand, but sleep on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!

Tlw Murr.l}' State .'il·~
May 6, 1994
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Thunderstorms shed
dailger as well as water
BY MICHELE LONGWORTH
REPORTER

If you ask a Murray State
University student what his
most valuable possession is,
chances are it would not be
Mom and Dad's credit card. It
would be his umbrella.
Lynn Shelby, visiting geosciences instructor, said the
reason Murray gets so much
rainfall is partly because of our
latitude and humid continental
climate. The direction weather
systems move also affects the
area.
"We just happen to lie in a
m.ix:ing zone," Shelby said.

Types of storms
Thunderstorms have the
potential to produce dangerous
weather conditions. The two
classifications of thunderstorms are severe and airmass.
For a severe storm to occur,
the atmosphere must be unstable, a condition that is generat,..
ed by high humidity, solar
heating and the convergence of
two differing air masses.
Water molecules in the air
cause humidity. This air tends
to rise, creating convection. The
energy created by this process
fuels thunderstorms.

By-products
Tornadoes and cyclones are
potentially vicious by-products
of thunderstorms. Statistics
show 54 percent of all tornadoes occur in the spring.
The Fujita Intensity Scale, or
the F -scale, assesses damage
done by a tornado, based on
wind speeds.
The scale ranges from FO,
with winds less than 116 kph,
to F5, with wind speeds greater

than 419
kph.
"A tornado of FO
might not
do
anything but
flatten the
Last In a series
ofthree
trees in the
Quad and
maybe blow out some windows,
but if you have an F6, it could
conceivably flatten everything,"
Shelby said.
Shelby explained that in a
tornado, people should not
worry much about buildings
collapsing.
"All the windows that are in
these buildings are the danger," she said. "It's not that the
building is going to fall on you,
but it's the debris that's going
to be flying around."
To our eyes, a flash of light,..
ning seemingly moves down in
one quick motion. However, it
is a more complicated process.
When charge separation
takes place in a cloud, the
upper portion takes on a positive charge, while the lower
base maintains a negative
charge, with some small pocket
charges. 11le negative Charges
are repelled from the base and
positive charges start to collect.
A high point in the landscape
has a positive charge. When the
attraction between the negatively charged base and the
positively charged surface feature becomes so great that the
air will no longer act as an
insulator, the step leader is
formed. It is the initial movement of the charge.
•It happens so quickly that
our eyes just can't really detect
it," Shelby said.
The electrical discharge of
the lightning heats the air and
causes it to expand, forming
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sound waves we hear as thunder.
More people are killed by
lightning each year than by any
other natural disaster.
Fortunately thunderstorm
and tornado development can
be detected, unlike earthquakes which can occur with no
advance warning.
By 1995, the National
Weather Service in Paducah
will have a Doppler radar,
which can detect mesocyclones.
A mesocyclone is a rotating
wind system within a thunderstorm that may develop into a
tornado. Shelby said this radar
will be beneficial because of the
extra 20-mi.nute w~g it will
provide.
·

HIP IJI Vlwmala "C"
Red Ripe

Hl&h In Vlwmln C
& tiber U.S. No. I

ln·Husk
HJah In Fiber

WHOLE
IDAHO YELLOW
WATERMELONS POTAOTE SWEET CORN
10 lb. bq

qda

s2a: 5UN$1

88

Severe signals
Joe Green, director of Public
Safety, said that during severe
weather, if a tornado is imminent, sirens located on campus
will be sounded by the Public
Safety office.
Recently, a rotating siren
was placed on top of Lovett
Auditorium. The sirens were
tested during Spring Break and
Green assures they can be
heard all over campus.
The National Severe Storms
Forecast Center in Kansas
City, Mo., issues all of the
watches and warnings to the
National Weather Service,
which is then responsible for
alerting the media.
The criteria used in determining severe storms are:

• Frequent lightening.
• Locally damaging winds in
excess of 39 mph,
'

• Hail that is two centimeters
or more in diameter.

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
-BONELESS-

ENGLISH ROAST

~

If the Prize Patrol spots a
Pepsi in your basl<et. you could

28

$

Win s I 0,000!
-See Store for DetailsRqular, Diet or
Caffeine Free

P EPS I
COLA

lb.
Oil or Water Pack Chunk Ucht

2 $1

8

STAR--KIST TUNA

I

YSTATE

DORM RESIDENTS

~~4

1

6.125o:z.
Sheets, 154 Sq.

2llter
btl.

cans

White or Prints 2-Piy, 280

Ft.

CO'ITONELLE BATH TISSUE

~
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4

4 roll
pack

Macaroni & Cheese

Assorted Flavora YOGURT -or·

RONCO DINNER

YARNELL'S ICE CREAM

boxes

\tr~v2
lnp~5
"7
44

ctns.

33 to
Wash
Scented, Free or w/Bieach

ULTRA TIDE DETERGENT

WANTED
Turn in your channel selector
BEFORE leaving campus and
RECEIVE your $15 deposit
back!

HART HALL COFFEE HOUSE
MAY 11 , 12 & 13
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

( !J\J3LE
VlS1 N

It is MANDATORY that.all students return this
equipment on these dates/
753-5005

IIOo:z.
98to

$588

box

Assorted Flavors
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12" Family Style
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Murray sees big-city crime

..
.
1

which they consume has
.:: ~
REPORll:R
changed," Wisehart said. •A
lot of fraternity parties are
Although crime statistics in
a n d now fu.m.iabi.ng rides home.
Murray are rising, Murray
man- They have people who do not
City Police Department
power of drink all night and can drive
Investigator Ronald Wisehart
t h e those who do drink home.•
still thinks Murray is a great
police
Although MSU students
place to live.
force
.
Last In a series
are
making efforts to be more
•Murray's crime rate is low
There is
of three.
responsible
about their drinkcompared to metropolitan
just so
ing
Wisehart
feels there is
areas, but the types of crime much a town the size of
more
the
student&
can do to
that usually occur just in big Murray can do to fight them
ensure
their
safety.
cities are now in Murray," and they know that,• he said.
Wisehart said.
-people need to be a little
Wisehart also said that the
"Murray's drug related increase in burglaries and sex more conscientious about
crimes are still increasing, crimes is drug-related. "'t is where they are and the situaWisehart said. "The people all intertwined,• Wisehart tions they are putting themwe are arresting are eelling said.
selves into,• Wisehart said.
drugs in Murray because in
Wisehart
commends "If you go to a party with a
big cities the police depart.. Murray State University stu- friend make sure you come
ment has more resources to dent& for the change in their home with that friend. Don't
fight them.
alcohol consumption. "The get split up. I have seen that
"They are coming to smaller consumption level has not become a disaster a few
towns to take advantage of decreased, but the means in times.•
BY DENISE NULL

. ~7

ttl v
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the limi t e d
budgets

Racer faces POUCEBEAT
charges
Aprll26
7:00a.m. - Lori White reported $21 stolen from her room In
Regents Hall
.
8:25 a.m. -A car belonging to Trent Hurley was broken Into at the
stadium parking lot. Personal property was stolen.
8:57 p.m.- A noise complaint was reported In Fine Arts. A fraternity was stomping in the building.

BY jEFF DREWS
SENIOit STAFF WRITER

A member of the Murray
State University men's basketball team was arrested Friday.
Lawrence T. Bussell was
charged with fourth-degree
assault and unlawful imprisonment.

April 27
1:30 p.m. - Deandre Ivory was cited for drfllng with an expired
license tag.
2:43 p.m. - Barbara Giannini reported her book bag stolen from •
Waterfield Library.
1
4:40 p.m. - Bottle rockets were being fired from the north aide of
Richmond Hail.

The affidavit from the victim
stated Bussell hit the victim
numerous times and would not
allow her to leave his room.

Aprll28
12:35 a.m.- There was a door lock problem on the west extertor
of Springer Hall.
10:00 a.m. -Nathan Gehm reported his book bag stolen from
Winslow Cafeteria.
7:08p.m. - Kevin Aetcher and Andrew Hawkins reported their
wallets stolen from their room In Richmond Hall.

Monday, Bussell appeared in
court and pleaded not guilty.
District Judge Leslie Furches
ordered no contact with the
complaining party.
The pre-trial hearing is set
for May 17.

Aprll29
3:14p.m. - An ambulance was dispatched_, Clark Hall for Greg
Anderson. He was transported to Murray/Callaway County H~.
4:42p.m. -Allen Johnson reported stolen property from hla room
In FrankJln Hall.
9:07p.m. - Lawrence Bussell was arreeted and charged with
fourth degree assault and unlawful Imprisonment of a female student '
In Clark Hail. He was detained in the Calloway County District Jail
1
until he posted $2500 ~nd and was set free.

Bussell is the fourth member
of the men's basketball team to
be cliarged with criminal activity this year.

'Breaking the law' not all fun and games
BY PAMELA

R.

DIXON

STAFF WRITER

You may think it can never happen to
you. However, there is a price to pay for
breaking the law. And students often pay
it.
Joe Green, associate director of public
safety, said that when a student is arrested and charged with a serious crime, there
is a specific procedure that must be followed.
"If the crime is not committed in the
presence of an officer an affidavit must be
filed," Green said.
Green said an affidavit is a sworn statement made before a judge. The judge takes
the next step in the procedure.
"The judge can issue an arrest warrant
or a subpoena," Green said. "'f an arrest
warrant is issued, the amount of the bond
will also be written on the arrest warrant.
This warrant is then given to the police

agency, who will look for the person named
on the warrant.•
Green said when the person named on
the arrest warrant is found, police agencies
advise the person of their Miranda rights
and take them into custody.
•After the person reaches the police station they are processed: Green said. -rh.ia
is when they are photographed, fmgerprinted and questioned. If the person cannot make the bond that baa been set, they
are taken to district jail.•
Sheriff Stan Scott said that the processing is done in the basement of the sheriffs
department.
-usually that is where the paperwork is
done and front and side mug shots are
taken. The processing usually takes a
short time: Scott said.
Green said the time of day is also important to when a person gets arrested.
"If a person gets arrested early, the per-
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Racer Patrol escorts
April 26 - May 2: 14

I

I

lnfonnatlon for Pol/ce 88at was gathered and comp/l«i by AngfQ
Schade, assistant managing Bdltor, from materials available to the
public at the Public Safety office.

I

2 for $699
•

12:04 a.m. -An ambl!Jance was dispatched to Regents Hall for a
student who was having seizures. The student was tranaponed to
Murray-Cailoway County Hospital.
•
11 :44 p.m. - A large puddle of diesel fuel was found on the ground
on the front side of Richmond Hall. The car was moved by Ita owner.
Central plant and emergency persOnnel responded to the spiU.

I
I
I
I

•:. .

NaiWIIdwllh tift •
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ingredients
for a perfedt
date:

--------------------~--------------------i

VALUABLE COUPON
2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza ·& Pasta Buffets

May1 .
..
2:08 a.m. - Krlstoffer Royster was charged with public Intoxication
and was lodged In jail.
11:10 p.m. - A disoriented student came Into public safety. A
counselor was called and met with the student. The student was
transported to Murray-Callaway County Hospital.

T-wo essential

NO MATTER HOW
YOU PICK IT UP
YOU GET THE BEST
DEAL WHEN YOU
COME IN
TO GATTIS!
VAlUABlE COUPON
2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Pasta Buffets

Aprll30
11 :27 a.m. - William L. Ward reported a textbook stolen from
Waterfield Library.

son would meet with a pretrial officer who
would interview them about their bond
and whether they could hire an attorney,"
Green said. "Later, a pretrial hearing
would be held before a judge. If the person
could not afford an attorney, the judge
would asaign one to them. If the person
does not want to make a plea, the judge
will set a date for a hearing or a trial"
Scott said there is a d.ift'erence betWeen
misdemeanor and felony charges.
•A misdemeanor carries a tine or a jail
sentence that does not exceed 12 months. A
felony . is from one year to an ext;ended
length of time and may include a fine:
Scott said.
The media often is alerted about serious
crimes. Scott said the media is notified of
potential news through preBS releases.
"We do news releases every morning in
order to get active news out to the public,"
Scott said.

A date and this.

-------------~------~---------------~~~--·

2 Medium Pizzas
(On.e Toppi"'J Each)

2 Tossed Salads or
2 Small SpaGattis
2 16 . oz. Soft Drinks
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UCB cancels movies
Cheri may offer b argain night rates instead
BY PAMELA
STAFF WRITER

R.

Donors add $4 million to PCC
engineering school pledge

DIXON
BY j ENNY W OHLLEB
S£NIOR EDITOR

Because of a lack of student
interest and low attendance,
the University Center Board
h.it.s canceled ita program of
movies in the Cunis Center
Theater.

In an effort to revive the
quest for an engineering
school, anonymous donors, who
gave Padu cah Community
College $1 million last month,
have increased their pledges to
$4 million.
The donors did cite a stipulation to their
gift: PCC must raise an additional $4 million
locally by Dec. 1.
PCC President Len O'Hara announced the
challenge at an April 28 news conference.
"This generous show of support for our
efforts to enhance the standard of living of our
people is significant not only because of its
size, but also because it reinforces our conviction that what we are doing is right and that
others will help us reach our goal," O'Hara
said.
-rhis family has stepped forward again
because they believe, as we do, that the future
of Western Kentucky depends on economic
·
development," he said.
He also said the gift is to be used to build a
science building that will provide everything
the University of Kentucky needs to offer an

'The rate of students attendance has gone down drastically: said Heather Grogan, former president of UCB. "We
estimated that only between
100 and 150 students were
attending the movies. The
number of students didn't half
cover what the movies cost.
j

"We had been thinking about
this decision for a while now,"
Grogan s&id. "We tried several
di1ferent solutions to increase
viewership, such as getting
lower budget films and moving
the movies to Tuesday and
Wednesday night."
However, Grogan said that
student activity fee money,
which had been paying for the
movies, will not be lost.
"We talked with the management of Cheri 3 Theatre about
setting up something for students," Grogan said. "On
Tuesday and Wednesday, students could get in for a lesser
price in a ddition to the regular
~dent night on Thursday. An
arrangement like this would
qffer students a better choice of
movies while saving student
activity fee money we were losing.•
.

John Stevens/Staff

Ther esa W ilson, sophomore from Bent on, sells a ticket
W ednesday night to a Murray State student before the final UCB
movie in t he Currls Center Theat er.

Christmas movie."
Johp Hopkins, manager of
the Cheri 3 Theatre, said he is
currently negotiating with the
University Center Board.
"We don't have an agreement
at this time, but I am willing to
work with them on a night that
Grogan said faculty and staff is convenient for students,"
will also be allowed to use the Hopkins s&;id.
discount.
Angela Moakler, sophomore
Grog&J?. said films occasional- from Louisville, said she has
ly Will be shown in the Curris attended a few movies this year
tilenter Theater.
on campus.
!'"-- --"We still have access to it,"
"I think the last movie I
~ _ said. "We might show a
attended was 'Menace ll

engineering degree through
PCC.
Gov. Brereton Jones proposed
the engineering school in
January, but it was later
removed from the budget.
However, since the General
Assembly is going into special
session to form a new budget,
Paducah may receive state funding.
"The budget will be resubmitted June 1, and
I have every confidence that (the engineering
school) will be in there and it will be passed,"
O'Hara said.
The school, which Jones said would be operational in the fall of 1996, will be a 2+2 program in cooperation with UK. Students will
attend all four years on PCC's campus.
James Booth, acting Murray State
University president, said MSU has not been
contacted to make this a joint effort.
He also said it would take more than money
to get this project off the ground. It also
involves state approval and accredidation.
"This whole session (of the General
Assembly) is getting so political, you can't second guess what is going to happen," Booth
said.

Flood damage still uncertain
made for some time.
Hulick also said that damage
Hulick said Murray State such as this should not be conUniversity may be reimbursed sidered out of the ordinary.
The total damage caused by for all, part or none of the
"Considering the age of some
last month's flooding of repair costs, depending on the of the (buildings) on campus,
Elizabeth Hall still is not stance
taken
by
the this is not unusual," she said.
known, said Paula Hulick, University's insurance compa- "~ fact, we even plan for it."
director of housing.
ny in Frankfort.
Most of the damage that
Approximately 10,000 galStudents should not worry occurred was to the stairwells,
lons of water rushed through- about the cost to repair the carpeting and ceiling tiles, she
out the residence hall when a damage, she said, because the said. Much of the stairwells
water main broke on the ninth University has a special fund will have to be repainted.
floor at approximately 3:30 for such emergencies.
Despite her first impressions,
a.m. April 12.
"We have what I like to refer Hulick said the damage was
Hulick estimated that the to as a "contingency fund" built much less severe than was inidamage coUld cost between intQ our budget," she said. tially thought.
"We're very fortunate that no ,
$5000 and $10,000 to repair, "This will not affect students in
but no official eatimatee~~ anyway."
one was hurt,~ she said.
BY KRIS LAWRENCE

CoPY EDITOR

· Society,'" Moakler said.
Moakler said that movies on
campus were more convenient
for her because she does not
have a car.
•I appreciated that I only had
to pay $1 at the Curris Center
Theater, as opposed to the $4 I
might pay at the Cheri
Theatre," Moakler said. "If the
University Center Board gets a
contract with the Cheri
Theatre, they mu st consider
the people who don't h~ve
transportation to get there.•

I LD'E HOUSE CARE CENTER FOR WOMER I
M c$ FREE Pregnancy Tests
#
!" ~ . . Now open Mondays unti/8 p.m.
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*p t b rt'
rt
.
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Movie Night!
at Cheri

#0

~

From now on,
Tuesday and Wednesday
nights , all MSU students,
faculty and staff get in
for only $2.50!
~

(with MSU ID only)

We'll see you
in the Fall!
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Health Services offers

Keeslar named '94
Distinguished Prof

help·for student ailments
BYSHELLEY

Last Saturday, Suzanne
Keeslar, aaaociate professor
of foreign languages, was
named
the
1994
Distinguished Professor.
Keeslar, who has taught at
Murray State University for
28 years, has received a
number of awards during
her career.
"' had no idea that I was
selected for this award,"
Keeslar said. "'hadn't even
thought about the po88ibility
that I might be chosen.•
Keeslar received the
award at the Alumni
Luncheon. She was asked to
attend under the premise
that international studies
would be highlighted.
"'t was a wonderful way to
lure me in," Keeslar said.

ENGLISH

REPORTER

HEALTH SERVICES HOURS POSTED

Health care is a topic that
arouses feelings of uneasiness
Students may visit the Murray State University Health Services Clinic, located at ground level
and frustration in many people.
in the north wing of Well~ Hall, free of chsrge during posted hours.
However, students at Murray
State University have a facility
available to them that can help
Health Services hours:
alleviat e their worry over
health care.
Monday,Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
Student Health Services, a
8 a.m.- 11 :30 a.m.
division of Student Affairs,
1 p.m.- 4 p.m.
offers primary health care to
students on an out-patient
basis.
Wednesday
8 a.m.- 11 :30 a.m.
Judy Lyles, a registered
(Closed Wednesday afternoon)
nurse at the clinic, said aesessments of students are done who
come in ill or injured, and
health education is provided to
F~aculty Hall
students on a one-on-one basis
LA-u>Vett Auditorium
or through programs.
FA-Fine Arts
"We also promote welln.ess,
PL-Pogue Library
which is very important, and
LC-Lowry Center
we do this through our proB~uslness Building
grams and assessments," Lyles
WE-Wells Hall
Source: MSU HEAL1M SERVICES
said.
Some of t hese programs
BRAD McCLAIN/ Staff
include Ask-A-Nurse, which is
done once a month in the and five registered nurses. The get cuts, Lyles said free med- have enough people."
Cur rie Center; Health Line, nurses manage the clinic, give ication is not as abundant as it
However, despite a few inconwhich is a call-in service for information to students and used to be at the clinic, and stu- veniences, Powell said ahe felt
questions; and Peer Educati<m; make prescriptions on the dents must go off campus to fill she has received professional
where students are trained by standing orders of the doctor. most prescriptions.
care from the staff members
a registered nurse to go into the "'We are all certified in college
"' think. by and large, stu- and ' prefers using Student
residen ce halls and answer .health nursing and are the only dents are satisfied with the ser- Health Services to returning to
questions.
school in Kentucky that is 100 vices,» Lyles said. "'We will not her hometown for care.
Lyles said the most common percent certified,• Lyles said.
always be able to fit the needs
Amy Laramore, junior from
health problems treated in stuStudents are not charged for of all students, but we can refer Tilden, m., said she has visited
dents is respiratory ailments, their visits to the clinic. them to someone who can.•
Health Services a . couple of
such as colds, sore throats and Roberta Garfield, director and
Christy Powell, senior from times this eemester and was
allergies. Lyles said the clinic registered nurse at the clinic, Hopkinsville, visits Student given profeseional treatment.
treats nearly 100 students on a said funding for Health Health Services about once a
"They do a good job:
busy day and as few as 30 on a Services is taken out of the stu- month. She said she wished the Laramore said. "When you're
light day.
dent activity fee paid by all stu- doctor was available for more away from home, you can go
"Our census for a year is run- dents taking more than six consulting.
over there and they can tell you
ning probably around 8,300 hours. Garfield said 47 percent
"He gave me prescriptions what to do about things such as
students," Lyles said.
of the clinic's expenses is cov- and didn't tell me what they colds, rather than going to a
The Health Services clinic is ered by the student fee and the were or how ·to take them,» doctor's office and paying
staffed by a part-time doctor, rest come• from general fundi. Powell said. ~just seem to :QlOney, "which coJ.ktp studenta
who works six hours per week.
However, due to recent bud- rush a lot because they don't usually don't have.•
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re.-rd. At Fidelity Investments(t, we're proud to offer our customers the
kind of service and technological Innovations you'd expect from
the largest privately held
financial services orpnlzatlon
'
in the country. One secret to our success is the value we place on the
professionals who work for us. If you'd like to be a part of a world class
organization located right here in Kentucky, read on. We're seeking individ-

uals looking for opportunities in these areas:

"I don't think I could have
reacted
immediately,
Keeslar said. "''m glad that
he spoke for a while."
Keealar said she will be
unable to lead the graduation processional because
her son is getting married in
Indiana. She asked Garfield
to lead the procession again.
"I'm looking forward to
carrying the mace at
Founder's Day,• Keeslar
said. "My husband was
involved in carving the flame
of the mace when be was in
school at Murray State, so
it's very special. We'll have
more family traditioir at
Murray State."

Ticket appeal results in
BY JANICE M . f ULPS
News EDITOR

AssiSTANT

Results are in for Judicial Board pad:ing appeals.

Oftbe 405 appeals filed this semester, 186 succeeded, 149 were
denied and 70 were reduced, said J . Scott Mcintyre, chairman of
the board.
Within five days after receiving a parking ticket , an appealaeeking student should go to either the Public Safety office or the
Student Government Association office for an appeal form. The
form should be returned to the Public Safety office.
From that point, appeal forms are eent to the Judicial Board
where hearings are held about four times a semester.
After the hearings, the Judicial Board gives its decisions to
Public Safety. Public Safety then sends a copy of the results to the
appellant. Another copy is given to the Cashier's Office.
If the appeal was denied or reduced, the appellant should pay
his fine at the Cashier's Office.
Mcintyre said reductions are usually granted when a student
parks in the wrong zone, pulls down his inappropriate parking
tag and is then charged $25 for not being registered.
-we t.ty to npreeent the ~ta u well as 1fe can, but then
again, there are reasons for parking rUles,» he said.
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THE DICTIONARY DEFINES IT AS Dlacln• somethln• In hl•h

Gene Garfield, the 1993
Professor,
Distinguished
presented the award to
Keeslar.

BY SHANNON BARNHILL
REPoRTER
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• Tank llalnt8nance
Houra: Monday-Friday

4-8 p.m.
Saturday 12-8 p.m.

or by appointment

lllllfl

•We do special orders" 1701
TI&IIIIG

OffiCIIS '

COIPS

,.• •, Ill enclollnM
IIIIIIt lltdude job
code(a) for position(a)

of lnternt.

Representatives

software packages. Daily auditing of client Information
means you'll have to be strong on detail You'll abo prepare
monthly and quaner~ rt'J)Ons.
Client Services
Operations Specialists

JOB CODE: 020-ZED
Tbis position involves the deposit, transfer, or
'1\ilhdrawal of funds from corporate ~OI(k) plans. You'll
work in a te2Jll emironment and ha\t total responSbility for
tr-.tnsaclion proces~ing, including requests, reconciling
change., and iden~ing and com.'Ciing problems. Computer
software experience and knowledge of accounting ~''ems is
a must. This po~tion only, will be 1empor-.trily loaued in Blue
Ash, OH. '1\ith reloc:1tion to Co\ington. KY.

Account Services

JOB CODE: 020-2EC
If you're interested In 40l(k), pro6t sharing, or retlremem
sef\iCl~ training, this is the ideal learning emironment for
vou. You should be team-oriented, comfortable and accurate
irllh compmer processing, and able to work 'tlilh a \'aliety of

Fidelity offera exceptional beneflta to
exceptional people. In fact, we provide one of the
moat comprehenalve packagea In the financial
aervlcea lnduatry, lncludtne health/ dental lnsur·
ance, tuition relmbutsement, company·pald profit
aharlng, programa for working families, and a
generous 401(k) plan.

::-..

Marine Flah, SUppllea

JQBCODE;

JOB CODE: 020-2EB
This di~ision \\ill be relocating to our n~iy-built C2liipus in
:-.onhem Jicmucky. You'll be a S1arting player responsible for
or~itJng our customers' mutual funds and other invest·
mt1lt accounts You·u process applications, fee ~meniS,
IIJld IR~ comributlons. You'll need to work well in a team
en\ironm~m. be dediC21ed to meeting operational and busi·
nes.' de-.i<llme.. solve problems using Sl2le-of·the-an equipntffit, and communiC21e clf«lhelv \\ilh our customers on
the phonl'. An intere;~ in ltaming.more about !he 6nandal
sef\ices industry is es,~ntial , and computer experience is
hdpful

•

Uncle Sat~·s

to ...... llfG'I!Pt

Capture Services

'

i '"

If you d1dn't s1gn up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch .up to your classmates by
attendmg Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.
l

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond.

ll

ARMY ROTC
Til SIIII1'EST COLLEGE COUISE YOU CD TAlE.
For details, visit 216 Stewart Stadium or call
76Z-41Z3
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SPECIAL SKILLS
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Michelle Stinnett/Staff

Kerrl Bates, sophomore from Santa Claus, Ind., coaches Mitzi Stephenson during the Special
Olympics held last Friday at 'Stewart Stadium.

open to all staff.
Staff Congress President Shirley Reamer said
voting booths will be set up in the Currie Center,
Faculty and Sparks halls and Facilities
Murray State's Staff Congress will elect a staff Management. The General Assembly passed a
regent June 10 during a campus-wide election bill this session requesting the regent.

Clarification
PROGRAMS
Continued from Page 1

(BSB/BAB)
and
Home
Economics at its May meeting.
Booth said no students are

enrolled in the .three programs, the fall of 1994.
F or instance, housing an
therefore no students Will be
interior design, child developaffected by their elimination.
The other 18 programs will ment and fashion merchandisbe combined with similar pro- ing :will be merged into the
grams effective beginning in department of home economics.

Congratulations to the
winning Mudball '94 team:

Thanks

Dr. Landini

"Do This!!"

for a great year!!!
Hope you're ready
'9t9S"'
.4.,. ·b··'f..,c..or"'""'"'
- ...u

Also thank you to Graphic Communications for
all their work and to our sponsors for
•their 8Uppfui;:U.." :-....x.:.rLQ l' .;J V" v/i
Faye's Taco Bell Cufris Center
University Bookstore Papa John's
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The Murray Smte Newsstaff

Love, y~ur

sistersrc in·Alpna Delta Pi

Is your car ready for summer vacation?

PITTMAN WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Congratulations to
our new initiates:

Over 20 years at same location.
Quality wor k at fair prices .

Tune up your
408 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY 42071

(502) 753-6779
(502) 753-8346

car now!

-New Tires - Alignments
-Brakes
- Oil Changes & Lubes
-Shocks
- Wrecker Service
-Struts
- Suspension Repair .
-Tune Ups
- Routine Service Work

All major credit cards accepted.

MENo1 Jo BARTlfTT
jiMMJLYN

BBJ.

KIM
CAIR:BBH
Sm=ANIE

KIMBERLY

MISS KENTUCKY USA PAGEANT
JULY 23 AT OWENSBORO'S

.
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EXECUTIVE INN RIVERMONT

congratulates

All girls interested between

its graduatiOU
seniors and
·past officers ;

the ages of 18 and 26 years

Contact MISS KENTUCKY USA PAGEANT
6870 GREENFIELD DR.
Paducah,KY 42003

Phone: 502-898-8943

BA

K- 2- B. A
K
CHAMPIONS
Thank you to all the sisters who participated in intramurals and won us the
All-Sorority Intramural Champion title for a second year in a row!
A!.A love and ours, Your sisters

CHRISTA rto!S&.'-1....

,....~=~~

jENNIFER jANBC .._.~~illt~TA
jENNIFER LOYAL

Ideal Pledge- Dawn McGinnis
Chicken Pledge- Rebecca Rodell
Best Scrapbook- Jimmilyn Bell

We are so proud of each and eyery one
of you!
Al:A love and ours, your sisters.

l
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Dise0unts e·n · .·

Included:
Gift .Items
Clothing
Greek Supplies
Calculators
Umbrellas
Greeting Cards
Art Supplies
Pens

and even more.

Not Included:
-- Text Books
Candy
Cigarettes
Class
Rings
May 6-7
Toiletries
& 9- 10
. Graduation
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Cap and Gowns

The Murray State News
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Outstanding

Senior~
BY REY C RAIG

bad been chosen as the
Outstanding Senior Woman.

STAFF WRITER

•r am really honored and flattered," Barnhill said. "Being
chosen is a huge honor, and I
was not expecting it."

Jonathan D. Rose of Murray
and Shannon L. Barnhill of
Gurley, Ala. were named
Outstanding Senior Man and
Woman at TuesdaY's Senior
Breakfast.
·
The two graduating seniors
will deliver speeches at Murray
State University's annual
spring commencement on
Saturday, May 14. Both students are listed in Who's Who

Joe Hedges/ Guest
Jonathon Rose, from Murray and Shannon Barnhill, from
Gurley, AJ~., were named Outstanding Seniors.

Blues festival
heats up at
Kenlake park
BY jOSH

named Tuesday

While at Murray State,
Barnhill served as president,
vice president and Greek Week
chairman of the Panhellenic
Council; president and vice
president of Pi Sigma Alpha;
Student Government
Association University Affairs
Among Students in American chairman; and vice president
and secretary of the Student
Universities and Colkges.
Barnhill, a political science Law Association. She was also
and journalism double major, is active in the Order of Omega,
the daughter of Lt. Col. and Omicron Delta Kappa, Kappa
Mrs. Ant hony Barnhill of Tau Alpha, Gamma Beta Phi,
Gurley, Ala. She will graduate All Greek Council, Alpha Chi
with a 3.61 grade point average Honor Society, Student Alumni
and enter the Cumberland Association, Campus Red
School of Law at Samford Cross, Student Life Advisory
Board and Alpha Gamma Delta
University in the fall.
Barnhill said she was sur- social sorority.
prised when abe heard that she
In addition, she has been a

MSU

SEE YA LATER ALLIGATOR
\

sponsors.

WILKES

Rf:PORTER

Murray State University's
campus radio station, WKMS,
will once again spon sor the
annual Kenlake Hot August
Blues and Barbecue Festival.
The festival is held every
August at Kenlake Resort Park
and features regionally and
nationally-known blues musicians.
This year's headlfuer will be
Koko Taylor, also known as the
~een of the Blues." Acts to
precede her
performance
include The Chicago Rhythm
and Blues Kings, Nashville's
Mike Griffin and the Unknown
Blues Band plus the locallybased band 61 South.

This year the festival will
depart from ita traditional one
day's worth of entertainment
and will feature bands all
weekend long. The concert will
begin Aug. 27 at 4 p.m. The
rest of the show will run all day
Aug. 28.

COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

The Murray State
University Greek system has a
new addition.

The Sigma Gamma Rho
sorority has formed a new
chapter and is the newest
member of the Pan-hellenic
Council at Murray State.
Annazette Fields, Sigma
Gamma Rho advisor, said the
sorority is in the process of
forming.

Melissa Farnum/ Staff
This piece of art, titled " Irregularity," was create by Russ Clark, sophomore from Union City,
Tenn. It Is part of the annua l Student Art Show located In the C lara H. Eagle Gallery on the
fourth floor of the Fine Arts Building. Clar k won a $1 00 award fo r his artwork. The exhibit will
be on dltplay until May 14.

.

fast food can
be found not far away
Fat~free

BY MAGGIE CARTER
STAFF WRITER

Nature's Bounty
Chestnut Street,
Center

Dixieland

and fat-free meals and
desserts. After all their motto is
'A Way of Life.' This is the perfect place for anyone to enjoy a
healthy and delicious meal
without feeling guilty.

753-0575

, The followinQ is a tisfof the paperback b~stsellers fo( the
month of May:
,·..
· · ·
, .·. :::; ·

1. Schindler's List, by Thomas Kenealfy. Nazi party member
rescw:.s Jews In Poland during World War tr.
· 2. The Client, by John Grisham. Young boy is 'prlvy toa· ~'~ '''';:t
lawyer's deadly secret.
·
3. Care of the Soul, by Thomas Moore. Guide for spirituality
in everyday life.
4. The Pelican Brief, by John Grisham, Law student finds
herself on 1he run from killers of two Supreme Court justices. ,...
5. The Te of Piglet. by Benjamin Hoff. Aspects of Taoist
philosophy through the eyes of Piglet.
6. The House of the Spirits, by !sabel Alfen(ie. Sweeping .
family saga taking pface in South America.
7. Lord of Raven's Peak, by Catherine Coulter. Viking
adventure in 10th·cen1ury Britain.
a. The Tao of Pooh, by Benjamin Hoff. faoism as'.seen
through A.A. Mjlne's ¢haracters.
9. Jedl search, by Kevin J. Anderson. Part one of the "Star
Wars" saga.
, 10. Degree of Guilt; by Richard-North Patterson. Dramatic and··.
·psychologically compelling courtroom thriller.
:,····
'
Source: THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION .
'

Greeks
acquire
new
sorority
BYjENNIFER STEWART

Kenlake State Resort activities coordinators have Yecently
commissioned artwork to pay
tribute to the musical and cultural heritage that is embodied
in blues music. Local eculptor
and musician George Banderra
has been asked to create a commemorative sculpture to be
placed in the park. A mural
dedicated to various blues
musicians is also in the works.

Benefits from the ticket aales
Every year Kenlake supplies
go
toward the Marshall County
barbecue and drinks to allow
and
Calloway
County
the masses of blues fans to stay
Needlines.
nourished without having to
leave the grounds. Another
The first festival was held in
usual feature is the assortment 1990 with Chicago-based harof displays that are set up monica player Junior Wells as
under tents outside of the the beadliner.Wells was one of
amphitheater. WKMS has a the original members of Muddy
display every year to give festi- Waters' band.
val goers the opportunity to
Kenlake Resort Park is locatcontribute funds to the station.
Other displays will be those of ed on route 94 east, approxivarious venders and WKMS mately 10 miles from Murray.

,:

Summer Orientation counselor Association,
University
and staff writer for the Murray Cbriltian Student Center and
State News and the Shield Omiaon Delta Kappa leaderyearbook. She served an intern- ship fraternity.
ship at the White House and,
Role said be will return in
with Vice President AI Gore's
the
fall to teach math and
press office in 1993.
physics at Marshall County
Rose, the son of Dr. and Mrs. High SchooL
Jack Rose of Murray, is a math
and science major. He expects
"After that, I will either go to
to graduate with a 4.00 grade graduate school here or get a
point average.
job teaching," be said.
A Presidential Scholar for
Both Rose and Bamhill had
four years at Murray State,
valuable
words of advice for
Rose, has mixed international
their
peers
at Murray State.
studies into his college career.
In 1992 he studied at Morelia,
Bamhill said students should
Mexico. This summer be plans never let their fear of failure
to study in Mexico and Spain.
interfere with their plans.
He has been active in Gamma
"You should always try for
Beta Phi, Phi Mu Epsilon
what
you want," she said.
mathematics honorary and the
Murray State Honors Program.
Rose echoed Bambill's sentiHe served as president of the menta.
Richmond Hall Council and
president of the MSU Young
"Never give up, whatever you
Democrats. He has also been a do," he said. •Always try to
member of the Student Alumni realize your full potential"

Food: Lunch and dinner items
that Include low-fat meals. DineIn or carry out.
Mood: Relaxed atmosphere with
a creative twist. Music.
Value: Fairly affordable price,
with a 10% discount on sandwiches, soups and salads for
MSU students, this excludes
deliveries. Checks are accepted.
Smoking: No smoking is
allowed.
Accessibility: Few blocks from
campus with parking readily
available. Delivery is also available with a $5 minimum order.
Hours: 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Monday through Thursday, 11
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Friday, 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Saturday.

Where else can anyone find a
fat-free hot fudge brownie sundae but at Nature's Bounty.
Nature's Bounty has low-fat

One ofNature•a Bounty's specialities is ita desserts.
Many people come for the
low-fat Columbo Yogurt and
Blue Bunny hand -dipped icecream. They always have a
variety of yogurt flavors ranging from vanilla to peanut butter cup. They also have various
toppings to go on the sundaes
such as fruita, nuts, cookies
and even fat-free hot caramel.
Nature's Bounty also has
peanut butter, Heath and
Snickers pies.

My usual meal consists of a
chicken melt. The chicken melt
is a breast of chicken in a pita
pocket smothered in salsa,
cheese (fat-free or regular), lettuce, tomato and alfalfa
sprouts. You also have a choice
of fresh fruit or tortilla chips
and salsa. A side pickle is also
included with most meals. I
But, if you're in a hurry and
have also had the gardenburg- just want something to drink,
er, mexiburger, vegiburger and they have cold d.rinks, tea, cofthe vegetarian chili.
fee, spring water, fruit teasers
These burgers are meatless and spritzers.
and low-fat. Some wonder what
these "burgers" are made of.
Nature's Bounty has listings of
what is actually in its "food.
They also have· many salads
along with chicken and tuna
salad with low-fat, fat-free and
regular dressings.

Decie Miles and Patsy
Woodall, owners of Nature's
Bounty, said moat people come
to their restaurant for good,
healthy food that they can get
fast. Miles said another reason
people keep coming to Nature's
Bounty is the atmosphere.

Nature's Bounty is very inviting. They even have magazines
on healthy foods to look at
while you wait.

"People don't leave here
smelling like smoke and grease
because we do not fry foods or
allow smoking," Miles said.

"'t does not have any members right now, but it will
before the end of the school
year," Fields said.
Fields said the sorority is
working with a graduate chapter of Sigma Gamma Rho in
Louisville, and the process of
forming a new chapter here
will take several months.
Sigma Gamma Rho was
formed in 1922 at Butler
University in IndianapoliA by
seven teachers. Since then,
more than 360 undergraduate
and alumnae chapters have
been established in the United
States, as well as in Bermuda,
Africa and the Bahamas.
The sorority's slogan is
•Greeter Service, Greater
Progress." The sorority bas a
scholarship fund called the
National Education Fund, Inc.
It was started in 1984 and
awards scholarships each year
to deserving students. The
Fund also encourages and
supports research in education, health and related fields.

Some national projects
Sigma Gamma Rho participates in include Project
Reassurance and Project
Africa.
Project Reassurance is a
public service project that
works in conjunction with the
March of Dimes Foundation.
It is a health education program designed to reach pregnant and parenting adolescents.
Project Africa is a program
that provides African women
with agricultural assistance.
African women produce more
than 75 percent of the food
grown on the continent of
Africa.

2B
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Art workshop s cheduled
STAff REPOttT

The Murray State University
department of aut has issued
an invitation for any student to
attend the Summer art
Workshop.
The workshop is an opportunity for students to receive
training in drawing and painting. These sessions are
designed to provide challenging
experiences for all who participate.
Teachers on hand to lend

Wisconsin.

The workshop fee is $255 for
on-aunpus students. Off-campus dwellers need only pay the
$160 workshop fee. A $50
deposit must be mailed with
the registration from. the forms
can be picked up in the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery on the fourth
floor of the Fine Arts Building.

Amillas received the same
degree from the University of
Kentucky . She was also
recently named •Scholar of the
Year"
from
the
Peace
Education Organization.

The workshop will from June
5 to June 10. Registration will
be held ·on June
For additional information call the art
department at 762-3784.

their asaistanoe will be Dale
Leya and Beatriz Arnillas. Leys
is currently a professor of art at
Murray State and is an active
visiting artist at schools in the
southeast region. He received
his Master of Fine Arts degree
from the University of

5:

Helpful hints to protect music
from elements of sutntner
Kurt Vinion/ Guest

General J.H. Binford Peay Ill watches as cadets of D Company V46, 2nd Platoon train on a
granade assault course at Fort Knox. which is part of the Camp Challenge experience.

ROTC offers challenge
BY SUZETTE S. GUESS
REPORT£R

Murray State University
sophomores looking for a summer job that is a bit out of the
ordinary need look no further.
The MSU Army ROTC will
sponsor a gununer leadership
seminar called Camp Challenge
beginning June 9 which offers
leadership training with pay.

Students can earn $761 during
the six-week seminar without
military obligations.
"Students gain hands-on
experience that can put them
ahead of their peers when they
graduate as well as at the top of
employers' interview lists;
Capt. Dexter Q. Henson said.
Activities that take place at
Camp Challenge teach students
to set goals, organize, act deci-

sively and increase self-confidence skills.
"Camp Challenge can also
qualify a student for a two-year
scholarship and entry into the
Army ROTC advanced course
this fall," Henson said.
Any student who is interested
in the camp can obtain more
information should call 7624123 or visit Room 216 in
Stewart Stadium.

Congratulations to

anks AL<P

Heather C[auson

a wonderful

Thaitk.You ill
for a sM*A *S*Hing mixer!
It was am
and we had
a BLAST!
~

Love,
·4the sisters in
Alpha Sigma Alpha

~

T

Pi Kappa Alpha~
''Dream Girl'' T

ng Fling.
okN forward
many more
~~--LPHA SIG

You may even get paid for
f eadill g it . After all, this book from
MasterCard· offers lots of useful tips on finding a real
job, and it's written for students by students. To order
your copy for $9.95, call 1-800-JOB-8894. MasterCard.

It's more than a credit card. It's smart money:

•
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Students balance work, school
to meet rising tuition costs

Buddhism offers
unique way of life
for MSU student

By KELLY

BY PENNY RIDENOUR

The main goal of any college
student is to graduate and find
a job. With summer upon us,
many students are finding it
necessary to have a job just ao
they can reach graduation.
Tuition increases have
caused concerns ·in those students who are putting in long
hours at their jobs to maintain
their status as Murray State
University students and be
able to afford to buy necessary,
and not so necessary, items.

REPORTER

Buddhism is not really a
religion. It is a way of life.
Pomtip Kongkreingkrai,
international student from
Thailand practices Buddhism
at Murray State University.
Kongkreingkrai said there
are three functions of a
Buddhist temple to pray,
meditate and learn from a
monk. Since there ia no temple in the region, she said abe
is able to meditate and pray
in her apartment.
"Buddha teaches that he
doesn't want Buddhists to
pray to him," Om said.
Instead, followers of "the
enlightened one" are to lead
moral lives, following rules
set down by the leader.
To be "a good human" from
a Buddhist perspective, there
are five simple rules: Do not
lie, do not kill animals', do not
steal, do not drink alcoh ol,
and do not commit adultery.
As a person becomes more
involved in the philosophy of
Buddha, there are more rules
to follow.
But the practices of
Kongk.reingkrai are not the
exclusive
practices
of
Buddhists overall.
Terry Foreman, the chair of
the philosophy and religion

HICKS

ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

department,
said
that
Buddhism is a very diverse
practice.
Foreman said there are
many dift'erent forms that a
prayer may take. The prayer
may be written on paper and
burned ao that the smoke carries the prayer, or it may aimply be recited.
"Buddhista see themselves
entrapped within their passions," he said. "'They are similar to Hindus in that the self
doesn't ao much die as it graduates."
Foreman said the ultimate
goal for a Buddhist is to
achieve is Nirvana, or a melding of the physical and spiritual parts of self.
She said it is possible to be
a Buddhist while practicing
another religion.
'1 went to a Catholic high
achool. I prayed there with
them," she said.
"Buddha told that everything in the world is not certain. Certain is uncertain,"
she said. "You don 't know
what will happen, ao in the
present you should do what is
good."

"Schol~ships aren't easy to
get and there is a lot of competition for them," said Jennifer
Davis, junior from Benton. "'
have to work to make school
loan payments, pay bills and
rent."

get through school I can find a job rvc been studying for, or at
better job later, hopefully one I least that's the plan."
will enjoy."
This addiction to a dollar is
Tuition, book fees, gas for
commuting, equipment for an unpleasant necessity but
classes and daily expenses- one that many students must
make it necessary for some stu- endure to advance and maybe
It is not easy to work and go dents to get a glimpse of the one day receive something for:
to school. The struggle to com- real work, usually at minimum the long hours of work, and
short hours of sleep.
wage.
bine both takes a toll.
"I
have
a
wife
and
baby
boy
to
"I don't get to study as much
"You just have to say to youras I would like since I work, take care of so I have to work,"
self
said
Ben
Kruger
,
junior
from
'If I can hold on for one
and sometimes it shows in the
Jerseyville,
more
day I can make it'," Davis
m.
"But
in
the
long
grades I get," said Jason Dick,
said,
run
ru
get
the
money
back
I've
"If I make it, this is all
freshman
from
Fort.
spent
on
school
when
I
get
the
worthwhile
now."
Lauderdale, Fla. "But if I can
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City-wide yard sale set for tomorrow
STAFF REPORT

As you pack up and head for home after

a long semester, you may find you have
accumulated a lot of "junk" over the
months and do not know what to do with it.
The Murray Tourism Commission and

WHEELER

Freedom Fest '94is promoting a city-wide
yard sale where you can get rid of your
unwanted things and make a little extra
cash while you do it.
From 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday there will
be a city-wide yard sale. Sale areas will be
set up in various locations around town.

There will be 80 areas in town, including
the city park.
More information can be obtained by
contacting the Freedom Fest Hotline at
753-5004 or the Murray Tourism
Commission at 753-5171. Maps are also
available at the Chamber of Commerce.

By Josh Wilkes

GOOD LUCK O N FINALS!
HAVE A GREAT SUMMER!

+
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Congratu lations to the
following sisters for
their accomplishments:

ALP HA S I GS thank
the brothers of AX..A
for an awesome

SAA
Heather Hughes, secretary
Stefanie Kelly, historian
Carrie RusselT;~t;omputer informations chair
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The sisters of I:I:I:
would like to recognize
our graduating seniors:
'
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TiriaBemm

H~tler €Iauson

Friend

Brother
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Heatlier'' H olladay
~ Leigh Waddle
Treva Kinser
Debra Draper
.Sarah Rothenburger
~~,~ ,.· _Marcia Miller
,_;'Marie Guess
Your sisters congratulat e you
and wish you the best of luck!
We love you very much!

Always, Your sisters in I:I:I:
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Tricia Richerson,~.University Affairs ch~ir},
Amy RamagE}, )udi~~ijl Board (a/temct,t~) ·
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Ads Club
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Awards

Bianca Crowell-2nd year German student
Christa Willerton-7994 Champion Beginning
Stock Seat & 8th Place Hunt Seat at the
National Intercollegiate Equestrian Meet

Dl

We are so p roud of you!

a

A'LA lov e and ours, Your sisters
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Bradley Book Company
And LOSE THE WAIT!

Hours 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Monday-Eriday
DURING FINALS WEEK!

Before
you go
out and
conquer
the
world •••

Get your subscription to
The Murray State News
so you can continue to
follow all your alma
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SPORTS
Brown, Samuel are Racers of the Year

These are just a few, but not al~ of t he athletes at
t 1urray St ate who deserved conside ration as Racers of
the Year.
Above, m iddle, senior Je nnifer Parker once again led
the lady Racers in scoring and gained First Team AllOVC honors. Above, far right, senior Sarah Dearworth
also e arned First Team AII..OVC recolf'ltlon thanks to
her outstanding play for the volleyball team. l eft,
junior Matt Culp Is only t hree homeruns and eight
RBI's short of club records. The baseball team heads
Into t he final weeks of the season With ll more victories than it had lut season. Directly above, Kate
Ke le men and Beth Herzman, left to right respectively,
shot we ll for the Racer rifle team and again earned AUAmerican status.
Above, far le ft, Heathe r Samuel tries to stay cool during her sizz ling performance at the OVC Track and
Fie ld Championships. Samuel's selection as tho! OVC
Fe male Outdoor Track Athlete of the Year for the
third t ime helped eam her the female Racer of the
Year. Far left, Marcus Brown drove the Racer basket·
ball team to a I5-1 regular season mark In OVC play.
He led the team in scoring and was named First· Team
AII-OVC. ~~centfy, ~rown also cleared 6-foot- 10 on his
way to first place In the high jump competition at the
co nference t rack and field championships, which
secured his choice as the male Racer of the Year .
Photographs are by Jud Cook, Barry Johnson and
Shirley Martin.
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Culp enjoying
super season
BY SCOTI NANNEY
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

A major reason for the resurgence of Murray State's
Thoroughbred baseball squad
has been the play ofjunior first
baseman Matt Culp.
AIJ of Monday, Culp was second in the Ohio Valley
Conference in batting with a
.368 average, second in homeruns with 13, and flrst in runs
batted in with 45 and runs
scored with 47.
Culp's 13 homers puts him
three shy of tying the school
mark for homers in a single
season set by Clay Boone, who
smashed 16 in 1981.
His 45 RBI's is also close to
the club record of 53 set by Don
Walker in 1975.
Culp credits his successes
this year to better preparation
during the offseason.
"Last year I got off to a slow
start and I started pressing,"
he said. "I had access to an
indoor batting cage during the
offseason and that really
helped me out a lot."
Culp's performance this season has propelled the 'Breda to
a 22-20 record and a 9-6 mark
in the OVC, surpassing the
nine vnns they posted a year
ago.
"Last year was really frus-

trating, but I think we're doing
real well so far this season,"'
Culp said. "fm hoping we can
play well enough to get into the
OVC tournament and play for~
a spot in the regionals."

MSU athletics must

The intramural season has

choose car carefully

ended and the Alpha Sigma ;,
.•.Alpha sororitY has earned its ..

.second consecutive All-Sports
:title, The foflowingarethe

The athletic programs that
comprise the NCAA are as
.
. "
..
varied as the car lines found
Jntrafratemlty Counc•l final
on the roads today.
intramural standtnQ$cfc)r
We have our powerhouse
,
.·.
1993~94; - ..;
.....----....--, schools that
are similar
While Culp considers former Fraternities
In
Total Points
head coach Johnny Reagan an
to the
My
Cadillacs on
excellent manager, he also Alpha Tau ()mega . . . 132.5
credits the new coaching staff
our highways. UK,
with a major part in the club's Lambda Chi Alpha
127
new-found succees.
Duke and
Florida
Alpha
Gamma
~ho
108
"Our mental approach to
..
State are
each game is better than last Sigma Chi
104.5
the
year," he said. "Coach Thieke
•
DeVilles,
and coach Jarvis bring a differ- Sigma Pi
75.5
Eldorados
ent type of atmosphere to this
and
team."
65.5~·
~sigma Phi Epsilon.
Allantes of
Culp, who transferred from Pi Kappa Alpha
the
collePE
R£BOOM
44
Butler Community College,
giate trail.
SpotU
said he was intluen~d to play Kappa Alp~a Psi
Editor
27
But we
:;;::
baseball by his older brother,
'----'-.;;:;_.-...._ ,_J also have
who is a minor league prospect
Escorts, Tercels and Neons.
in the Colorado Rockies' orgaSchools like Union, Lambuth
nization.
Sororities
Total Points
and Kentucky Wesleyan are
examples
of these popular
"Me and my brother have Alpha Sigma Alpha
98.5
are small schools,
styles.
They
always kind of had a complebut
they
are
extremely sucmentary competition between Alpha Omicron Pi
92.5
cessful
in
the
market niche
one another," he said. "We
that
they
target.
often pushed each other to be ·Alpha Gamma Delta '
77
the best that we could be."
Murray State athletics in
Alpha Delta Pi
69
general are similar to a
Culp said his goal is to comChevrolet. No specific model,
pete in the regional tourna- Sigma Sigf!la Sigma
59 .
just
a middle-of-the-road car
ment.
with
some history.
Theta Chi Delta
14
"''ve always wanted to play
Unfortunately, Chevrolet is
forced year in and year out to
in the regionals, he said. "I Source: MSU NEWS RESEARCH
think we've got a realistic shot L---------~---' carve its piece out of the carat it."
NOLAN B. PATION / Staff
market pie. Some years it
0
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- -.. . .~~..-~..-:
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wins with a Cavalier. Other
times it misses the mark with
an effort like the Nova.
Whatever the product, the pie
is fought over like one of
Grandma's finest apple creations.
Why all this car talk? This
isn't NPR, it's the sports page.
Well, it is because the
University is going to have a
new driver behind the wheel
of its athletic program next
fall. Dr. Kern Alexander and
the Board of Regents will be
forced to decide what kind of
automobile they want to put
on the road.
·
While this is a decision
made every fiscal year, the
1990s pose some rough terrain. Not every mid-level
school will be able to grind its
way through the mud and ruts
that financial restraints will
provide.
Like all Division I-AA football programs, MSU's leaders
must choose whether they
want to strive to compete with
the big boys or be satisfied in
a different role.
Are they looking for a Lexua
with everything but the
kitchen sink, or will a standard Saturn meet their needs?
We could soon see a change
in the football landscape in
the near future. The 40 or 50
largest schools will likely

....

~
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..._._---~~-£
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break away to compete under
different standards.
Gender equity problems are
also i:nmd u p and down the
NCAA puaage, but particularly in Division I. What kind of
car is Dr. Alexander going to
operate over the bumpy path?
Is he going to take the one we
have to the shop or pick out a
new one?
Whatever he decides, he
should pull to the shoulder
and look at a map. I'm unsure
if he11 reach for a regional
map or a world map.
Whichever it is, it will
improve the school's chances
to survive the trip.
If nothing else, he should

stop and ask for the most
objective directions he can
possibly find.
While the BOR chose
Alexander to chaufer the trip,
we have chosen Scott Nanney
to narrate next year's journey.
Scott will bring enthusiasm
and a love of sports to the trip.
I only hope Dr. Alexander does
as well.
No matter what transportation the leaders choose, I hope
they at least agree on what
side of the road they will be
driving on.
Please fasten your seat
belts.
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Equestrians jump for joy
at IHSA Championships
STAfF REPoRT

Freshman Christa Willerton
helped the Murray State equestrian team earn national recognition as she became the
national champion in the individual beginner stock seat com- ·
petition last weekend in the
Intercollegiate 1 Horse Show
Association's
National
Championships at Texas A &
M University.
As a team MSU captured
fifth place in stock seat team
placings and seventh place in
hunt seat team placings
Other winners in the IHSA
included:
In the stock Heat competition,
Nick Cheesman placed third in
the open pattern category while
Karol Wolff captured fourth
place in the open stock seat
event. In advanced stock seat,
Krista Newell placed ninth,
MatShea Boaz placed ninth in
the intermediate stock seat and
Erick Dudley earned sixth
place in the beginner stock
seat.
In the hunt seat competition,
Mari Little placed second in
open fences, Karol Wolff finished in fourth place in the
intermediate flat and ninth in
novice
fences.
Christa

What can I say?
What can I say?
rm serious... what can I say?
I have procrastinated writing this column
for two weeks because I couldn't think of any,_,__ _ .......,....,.,.,., th.ing to write about. Now I
have to finish it.
I thought about writing a
column about two World
War II veterans I met in
the Calloway County
1 ~........_..;,;........,..., j Library
last week .
. Both were reminiscing
~ their war days in the Pacific
when I arrived.
When they noticed me, an
immediate silence befell
both men.
Because of my interest in
the war, I wanted them to
tell me some of their storiea. They didn't.
What can I say?
While I was working my
shift for the MSU Housing Office, I couldn't
help overhellring a woman complain about
h ow somebody vandalized her car.
It was probably some stupid punk who
won't be returning to MSU next fall for academic re880D8.
Later on, I saw a sign in Springer Hall asking the residents not to turn the braille writing on the soda machines upside down.
This ia the type of person cruel enough to
kick the crutch from under Tiny Tim.
Nothing irritates me more than someone
taking advantage of a physically or mentally
disabled person.

"I

Photo provided by Brien Terry
Kate Urness, senior from Port WashlnJton, Wis., looks for her
next fence as she clears t his one.
Willerton captured eighth place
in the walk trot event. Kate
Urness, Krista Newell and
Marshea Boaz also competed in
the hunt seat.
Murray State also placed
fourth in the reason taking section of the judging competition.
The judging team from MSU
included Jay Cloud, Kate
Urness, Jennifer Thrope,
Jennifer Oliver and Stacy Foy.

In the overall bunt seat judging standings, MSU placed

sixth behind Purdue, N . C.
State, Cornell, Northwestern
and Western Kentucky.
In the final stock seat judging
standings, MSU finish ed in
fourth place behind N. C. State,
Northwestern and Purdue.
Urness earned individual
honors with a fourth place finish in the stock aeat.
The IHSA encompaases 18
regions with 225 member colleges from 36 states and
Canada.

'Breds battle past Pacers;
STAff REPORT

The baseball team improved its record to 22-20 after taking
two of three games from the visiting Pacers of the University of
Tennessee at Martin.
In the second game of last Sunday's doubleheader, Adam
Wilson continued to baftle opposing hitters in Murray's 7..0 victory. Wilson's five-hit shutout pushed his record to 7-1.
Kurt Muskopt led the 'Brede' offense with three hits which
improved his batting average to .344, which is good for eighth
best among league leaders. Chris Godwin had two hits, including a key two-run single.

Congratulations to

Amy Fennel
for being elected
Secret~/1reasurer

My column was going to be about bow
immature some students on this campus are.
But then I remembered I wanted to write a
positive column for once. I did not want to
write about why we should take a page out of
the Singapore book of punishment.
What can I say?
On my desk at the Murray Staie News lies a
copy of an arrest warrant for an MSU basketball player charged with fourth-degree assault
and unlawful imprisonment.
It bothers me when I see athletes or students involved in criminal mischief.
I wanted to write a column on how and why
students must have some self-control and
must think about the consequences of their
actions.
But certain memben in the athletic department ·-.~t angry when I write a negative story
abou'i. one of their teams or a particular athlete.
What can 1 say?
Aa a minority student, I wanted to write
some articles for the minority audience.
Recently, people have complained to me
about the positioning of the "Rape Charges
Dropped" story.
Minority students don't understand why the
story ended up on page seven.
I wanted to tell people that newspapers are
not perfect and explain to them that we do
the best we can all the time.
Unfortunately. I ran out of time and space.
What can I say?

Msu·third in OVC standings

Also, junior Matt Culp belted his13th homerun of the season.
MSU is now 9-6 in conference play. Austin Peay leads the
·
league
with its 11-4 mark, while Morehead State is in second
On Saturday senior third baseman Chris Moddelmog keyed a
with
a
record
ofll-7.
five-run first inning with a three.run triple. The 'Breda held off
the Pacers to win 8-3.
As a team, Murray State's .278 batting average is fifth among
Marcus Logan pitched eight strong innings to earn his fifth
the eight OVC teams. Peay and Morehead are tops with identiwin of the year. He struck out 10 Pacers and only allowed one
cal .299 averages.
earned run. Logan's performance lowered hie ERA to 3.72 and
Although the 'Breds' team ERA is only sirth best, as a staff
raised his total of strikeouts to 69. Hia ERA is sixth beat among
the
pitchers have allowed the second fewest walks.
league pitchers and hie strikeout total is tops in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
While MSU has committed only 79 errors which is the l~e's
second fewest, it is next to the bottom in team fielding percent- ,
Moddelmog'a three hits paced the 'Brede, but Robert Hunter,
ages.
Chris Godwin and Donny Kelley all had two hits apiece:'
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co~gratulatio~s

Love, Adll

to our newest initiate

Onaqa Bellair#
We are so proud of you!
Love & Loyalty,
your sisters in

AK'If
Congratulates
our new initiates

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Congratulates
sister

Diana.:,·M cGregor
oh rher newly
electe~ positions for
Presitlent.of .Orili.cron Delta Ka
' . ':. ': ·.• :i1·~ . t". - ppa
hairperSori of SGA Juaidary Board
Your sisters take pride in your
success and achievements!

Stephanie Carraway
Lori Moore
Marque Moore
Victoria Gilbert
Stacey Geralds
Melissa Ross
Shannon Stroud
Steve Johnson
Lequida Pearson
Wendi Reddick
Dana Trammel
Becky Allbritton

~p~a

Gai11Jl1a ilelta

Kentucky Association
ol Nursing Students
&

MSU Dept. ol Nursing\

'
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Nunu:
Charring
Th~ Count
For A
Hralrhy Nat:on

would like to
recognize all
area nurseS
d •
Urlng•••••

National
Nurses
·
w
eek
May 6·12, 1994
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SPORTS

Ex-'Bred on
record run

Moulder mindful of
opportunities at MSU

GOAL HUNGRY

everything you want to," said
Moulder about the tennis program at MSU. ~e are ranked
Susan Moulder, sophomore pretty high in the OVC."
from New Zealand, came in
Because she is from New
second in the singles division Zealand, Moulder has also had
at the Ohio Valley Conference to adjust to living in a new
tournament.
country.
For Moulder tennis has been
'1t is more competitive and
a priority in her life for a long there are more chances t o
time. She haa played in tennis improve," said Moulder refertournaments since she was ten ring to what is different about
years old.
tennis in the United States.
Although the aport puta a big
Moulder found it difficult to
demand on her time, she finds get used to livi..ag in the U.S.
it very rewarding.
'1t waa a different culture,"
"'t gave me an opportunity to Moulder said," It took me about
come to MSU," said Mouldi-: a year to get settled."
about one of the benefits tenShe found that tennis helped
nia has provided her.
her to make friend.
Moulder thinks the MSU
"'You are part of a group autotennis program is good because matically," Moulder said.
it allows her the chance to earn
Fu.rlunately, she ruso finds
a degree while improving her her teammates very helpful.
tennis skills.
Although Moulder plays sinShe appreciates that the gles tennis, she relies on her
coaches try to help the tennis teammates in severru ways.
players anyway they can to
"'I rely on them a lot for supimprove their tennis skills, but port," she said." "' rely on them
to also improve their academic when I loose. They are a very
performance by arranging such supportive team, a very caring
services as tutoring .
team."
"'t is where you can achieve
Sometimes Moulder finds her

BY Jennifer Dickerson

REPORTER

Jud Cook/Photo Editor
V.ick Beury, junior from Madisonville, boots the ball for
Lambda Chi Alpha. The Primos defeated Lambda Chi Afph~
7-S in the Intramural soccer tournament last week. Alpha Tau
Omeca emerged as the champion of the tournament.

STAFf REPORT

Despite getting a no decision
in Wednesday night's 5-4
Montreru victory over the Los
Angeles Dodgers, former
Murray State pitcher Kirk
Rueter still remains undefeated in his quest for the Major '
League record for consecutive
wins to start a career.
'·
Rueter, who.pitched at MSU
from 1989-91, signed with
Montreru's Double A
Harrisburg, Penn., team after
his junior year and was unexpectedly called up to the major
league's last season where he .
compiled an 8-0 record durl.ng
his rookie year with the
Expoe.
The southpaw from
Hoyleton, ID., was the Ohio
Vruley Conference Basebrul
Player of the Year in his last
season with the 'Breda.
Rueter has started off the
1994 season 2-0 to bnng his
unbeaten string to 10-0, which
is one victory shy of the record
set by Fernando Valenzuela of
the Dodgers in 1981.
As a team the Expos are in
second place of the National
League's Eastern Division;
one-half game behind the
Atlanta Braves.

academic responsibilities clash
with being an athlete. The
challenge of trying to excel at
both athletics and classes can
be very difficult.
"For me, the toughest part
about playing tennis is having
to miss classes," Moulder said.
"'t (tennis) leaves your with little spare time, especiruly during season."
During tennis season most
weekends are spent participating in games.
Moulder is either on the road
going to a game or playing a
home mat · ' ~~
Unfortunately, professors
are not ruways understanding
when Moulder has to miss
classes for tennis related activities. Some professors do not
count tennis as an acceptable
excuse.
"They can be understanding
and help you out," said
Moulder about professors.
"They can do that without
being unfair to other students.
They can also go the other way
and almost lower you a letter
grade because of tennis."

MSU duo shoots for gold at Olympic Festival
Livonia, Mich.
But this achievement is just one of many the two have accomplished.
For two Murray State University students, their athletic
Last year, they were selected to the Olympic Festivru team.
careers are just starting.
This year Kelemen competed in the USA World Cup while laat
Beth Herzman and Kate Kelemen will be shooting at the year Herzman competed in the Munich World Cup.
Olympic Festivru in July.
But classes have been sacrificed for their goals.
The two qualified at t he World Championship tryouts three
To make up the work, they have asked teachers for advance
assignments.
weeks ago.
Although they did not qualify for the World Championships,
"All of my teachers have been supportive and have let me turn
they qualified for the Olympic Festival and returned to MSU sat- things in late," said Beth Herzman, senior from North Haven,
........_.
O>J ,Conn. ,.
.,,H, .h~.H t rd r<.hn"tl
, 1 ~· ,
10
' •
• , ~ .bu
isfied.
ur was d.i8appointed, but I lmew realistiCally I'm not ready for Besides the poeiticma on the Olympic Festival team, both have
that high caliber competition yet," said Kelemen, senior from achieved a greater goal by shooting qualifying scores for the 1996
BY JEFF DREWS

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

The sisters of DJ:: wish all
students, faculty and staff a
wonderful summer break!

Hey D, you're still brutal! Do
you want to work-out? Peari
Jam

The sisters of l:IJ: would like to
congratulations Jenny Wohleb
on what a terrific job she has
done this past year as editorIn-chief of Th6 Murray State

Congrats on Mudball to GC,
from Dave.

NBWSI
Thankstoext.'s Al:~ ooaches
-Charlie and Shawn. You guys
were greatl

The sisters In ALA wish fNeryone great success during flnals week and a wonderful
sumnl8f1
CongrabJiatlons to hXA on a
successful Lambdapaloozal
.Love. the sisters of &X6.
Kim, lluuuuuuwv these etas·
slfiedsl Kelly
8XA had a blast mixing with

KA'sandrrrt
Wendl, you're a great friend.
Paula

Troy Jewell - I hope you're not
actually proud of That autographed picture! love and
prayen;, your friends at Murray
State!
Paula - It reall'f feels good
havtngyouwori<. under us. love,
Greg and Dave
Tre - I hope all goes well with
"Mr. You Know Whor Have an
aweaome summer - I'll miss
youllove, Dawn Mar1e
H, after live years you're still
the man of my dreams. love. M
To rrhe 3N Springer glris of
'92" 1 hope you all have an
awesome summer! Keep In
Touch I love, Dawn Marie and
Woo w oo
Ar~.

Good luck on finals I

PERSONALS

PERSONALS
&XAal&18rs -Ilove you andwll
mlaa you. Good luckll My
dream came true Tuesday

How 'bout It UCSC GRADS.
We made ttl You guya are the
best. Have a great aummer. In
Hlm,G.T.

night - ~IJ: ROCKS! Love,
Marsha

Woo Woo- I'm looking forward
to yet another wonderful eummerl How could It be anything
less wlthyou? l loveyou, Dawn
Marle

HELP WANTED
Immedlate opelngs for waltors
or wa1trasaea for the summer,
Fall, and Sprtng at the Big
AppleCafe. Apply In penon at
the Big Apple In Puryear, TN.

Goodbye Terry, Love Always,
Kim
Congratulatlonato&XA ...~.
we mean ~IJ:I You're detennination has paid offl Sincerely,
Ar~

Mon C.- CongraU on Wuh U.
& your first degree. And, of
course, Happy 23rd Blr1hday. l
hope you w11 spend It with me.
JMP
Kathy - We finally made ltll I
loveyouandwlllmlasyouiYour
freshman friend, Marsha
Are you ready for The Run For
The Roses?

Momal Discovery Toys needs
energetic dlstrlbu1ora. Or you
want to aee their excl1ttng lne
ofecb::alonaltoysand I'8C:4We
your favorttea free? contact
Shand& (502) 823-8623

M CRUISE & TRAVEl EMPLOYt.AENT: GUIDE. EARN
BIG $$$ + TRAVEL THE
WORLDFREEI(CARIBBEAN,
EUROPE, HAWAII, ASIAQ
HURRY! BUSY SPRING/
SUMMER SEASONS APPROACHING. GUARANTEED SUCCESSICAlJ-(919)

Olympics. This will allow the shooters to tryout for the U.S.
Olympic Shooting Team.
"For me, it was just one of ~hose things that was a
Kelemen said. "I just knew I had to do it; so I did it."

Now the shooters will travel to the Olympic Training Center in ·
Colorado Springs.
"For the next eight years shooting is our goal," Herzman said.'
"We didn't sidestep college because we wanted an education, but -,
now that we are receiving our degrees, we want to fulfill our
shooting gorus."
_""'
.vp

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Deadline ......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday- Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Summer Reeort Jobe-Eam.
to $12/hr. + tips. l.ocallont
Include: Hawaii, Florida, Rocky
Mountal08, Alaaka, New England, etc. For details call: 1800-80705940 ext R5638.

Roommatewanted:3Bed2Bath
w/d seml-fumlshed house 2 miles
from campus. clean. 753·1172.

eooenecesaary. C8ll (208)545-

Alaskan Fishing Industry

Earn up to $10,000 this
summer In

Servers needed. ApplicantS
should be famiKar with nne
foods and ooc::fdalla. Mull be
enthusiastic, motivated, and
wllllllJIOWOittweekencla.IV;Jy
In person at Commonwealth
Yacht Club, Green Turtle Bay
Resort after 2 p.m.

A
~

11

RATES
With MSU ID: 15¢ per word Without MSU ID: 20¢ per word
OVER 20 WORDS
Wi1h MSU ID: 10¢ per word Without MSU ID: 15¢ per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Katie Maloney - Humanistic Studies
Michelle Casper - Humanistic Studies
Amy

F~nnel

INDEX

- Science

We Are Proud of You!l

~~

PERIONAL8
ACIOWMATt!S
BU81NESS
SERVICES
FOfiRENT
FOfiiAI.&
M£U'WAHTEO
LOST io FOUNO

RIDES

MISC.
NOTICE

c_;_a nil

llfs ft lbnrcilheld,•h•mp
Or Another

o .. t•ll

Summer apartment. Across
street from Business Building.
Fumlshed. 2-bedroom. washer/
dryer. $285/month. 753·2670.
Ask forTodd or Scott.

FOR SALE

NEWS

Dlt9Ctly across from MSU room
for rent In house. Furnished
and utilities. $250/month.
Available June 1st. 753·8191.
No smoking. Woman only

Female SUb-leaserneededfor
room In house behind Coffee
Shop. Only $200 month In·
eludes utilities, fumlshed,
washer/dryer,and phone. WillIng to split August and no
deposit. 762-2891 or 753Roommate needed summer
and fall. 3 bedroom less than
$200/month. 753-6288
WANTED: Responsible junior/
senior female or professor to
share home block from campus dul1ng fall '94/sprlng '95.
Now lnte!VIewing. ForInfo call
759·9579

Good luck with finals, and if you're here for
summer school stop in and say "Hi"
We'll be open 7 a.m.- 2 p.m.
June 1thru Aug. 5

.~

,

STATE

Grea\ se

4

BUSINESS SERVICES

FOR RENT

~~·
0
~ee;;~

'

The Resume ProfessionalResume printing service $20.
Forset·upcall Usa Ragsdale
762-3803 or 489-6075. Laser
printer and spell check. 2 day
guarantee

NEEDED: Ghost for fall. will pay
$100 per semester. call 7622064.

merernploymerHII~

Usa at 362-884-4.

cv

(-412)-734-8457.24 hrs.

Patll'a 1880 Settlemelt In
Giand RIYetl, KY, Is now acceptlng apPk:dons for tumpo.ltlone. For lnfonnatlon call

''

Rent now for Falll 2 or 3 BR 1
bath - gas heat. Pine St. stove,
rafrldgerator, washer & dryer.
fur(llshed. 335/month. 1 yeer
lease.762-4483.8:00-4:00p.m.

bOth on/off shore jobs. No
exp. nee.

-4155 ext. A5538

929--4398

Congrats to AMI's newest
SGA senators:

J

General office work. Business
related studies preferred. Send
resumes to: P.O. Box 1291,
Murray, KY 42071

9000.

M:NEWS

4

"Kate and I have the opportunity to be the best in the world and
we're not going to let the opportunity pass us by," Henman said.

HELP WANTED

SUMMER EMALASKA
PLOYMENT - Eam up to
$8,000+ In two months. Room
and board! Transpor1atlonl
Male or Female. No expert-

must,~

IBM PS/2 L40 80 MB Laptop.
FeabJres include data • fax
modem, AC adaptor. mouse,
DOS 6.2 and other. Application
softwares. Call 762·4452
For Sale-3 Piece Uvlng setcouch,love seat, chalrfor$100.
Washer and dryer for $250. Call
753·1175

THE

"

MURRA Y

Brown striped sofa bed $100. 2
Rocker, swivel gold chain; $30
each. Gold oval rug $10.
Oakhurst,1510W. MainSt.7538140
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WISHES
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EVERYONE
r~
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GOOD LUCK

I,

ON FINALS!

1: •
~

Murray State Dry t-shirts-216C
Wilson Hall. $11
Pull-out Kenwood 630CR tape
deck. MaJestic 100 x 4 channel
max power amp. 2 MTX 10"
woofers with mids and tweeds.
$300. Call753-1826.
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HAVE A
SAFE
SUMMER I

would like to congratulate
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Michael Delaney
lor his induction into the

~~~
8r

Our Ollicers lor an
Outstanding Semester!

.. •..
~

•
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Now through
.

a.y 16
.

CASH FOR BOOKS!
Buy Back Hours: 8:30a.m.- 4 p.m.

Bring them back!
Whether used on this
c

"'

campus or not. We buy
all titles having
resale market value.

J

'

'

